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"When all the trees have been cut down, when all the animals have been
hunted, when all the waters are polluted, when all the air is unsafe to
breathe, only then will you discover you cannot eat money." Cree prophecy.

FIRST NATIONS’ VOICES MISSING AT COP26!

‘A continuation of colonialism’: Indigenous activists say their voices were missing at
Cop26, the climate emergency meeting held recently in Edinburgh, Scotland. (Image
credits hyperlinked above). For more stories about the missing expertise of
Indigenous peoples in better understanding and combatting climate change, view a
series of links here.

FROM THE COORDINATOR
In this edition of the bulletin, we present another collection of items related to First Nations peoples and
their science for a global audience of teachers, scientists and interested community members. We are
based in Australia and consequently have a majority of Australian items, but we also have many items from
other parts of the world. In this November issue, along with many stories from Australia, we also have
stories from the following countries / First Nations peoples:
Canada / Cree, Metis, Inuit, Muscowpetung Saulteaux, Nunavut, Yup’ik and Sugpiaq, Eskasoni
USA /Paiute, Lakota, Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian), Mashantucket Pequot, Navajo
Mexico / Taino
Brazil / Marubo
Ecuador / Shuar
South Africa / isiZulu, Xhosa
Nigeria / Indigenous people of Southwest Nigeria
Nepal / Kirat
India / Gujarat
Kiribati / Makin Island
COP26
This incredibly important international conference has just
been recently completed. For almost three decades, world
governments have met nearly every year to forge a global
response to the climate emergency. Under the 1992 United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
every country on Earth is treaty-bound to “avoid dangerous
climate change”, and find ways to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions globally in an equitable way. What has become more
obvious is the importance of Indigenous voices and knowledge,
as the world’s First Nations peoples hold so much expertise in
the workings of climate and environments. However, their
voices have rarely featured and mostly remain marginalised. I
have collected a series of links to articles which explore the nexus of First Nations
peoples and their utterly compelling need to be a part of any solutions to the
climate change crisis. Link.
Special thanks to our Regional Correspondent for Africa, Dr Keith Langerhoven,
who provided a series of items highlighting African science for this issue. He
hopes to establish an IKS network in Africa in order to share what is happening on
the local and regional stage with international players through the ISN bulletin.
Mark Linkson, Coordinator ISN, Cairns Queensland AUSTRALIA
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Aims of the Indigenous Science Network
Originating from a meeting in 1998 of science educators and Indigenous community members in Darwin, Australia.
We agreed that there should be a central place for Indigenous knowledge in any science curriculum. We have grown
to cater for scientists, educators and Indigenous community members from across the world:
• To promote First Nations science, teaching and education
• To support all educators who would like to improve their knowledge and understanding of Indigenous
science and how to access and use it in their teaching
• To involve Indigenous scientists, educators and community members who support the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledge in teaching science and are open to dialogue and sharing about their own experiences.

Regional Correspondents

(Note: we still require a volunteer for the Pacific region)
AFRICA
Femi OTULAJA, University of Witwatersrand, SOUTH AFRICA
Keith LANGERHOVEN, University of the Western Cape, SOUTH AFRICA
Sina Joshua FAKOYEDE, Federal University Oye-Ekiti, NIGERIA
ASIA
Prem PHYAK, Chinese University of Hong Kong, CHINA
Indra Mani RAI, Tribhuvan University, NEPAL
THE AMERICAS
Coimbra SIRICA, Burness Global, USA
Wanda BAUTISTA, Burness Global, USA
Claudia LIEVANO, Burness Global, USA
Andrew DAVIS, Fundacion PRISMA, EL SALVADOR
Lucas TOLENTINO, Global Alliance of Territorial Communities, BRAZIL
Michel LAFORGE, Global Alliance of Territorial Communities, ECUADOR
EUROPE
Michael Reiss, UCL Institute of Education, London UK

ISN Facebook page and Twitter account
The Facebook page now has around 1100
followers and the Twitter account has 1190
followers (as at 1 Nov 2021). Most of these
people are not official members of the
network (not having supplied an email
address) but some do contact us via those
sites to be enrolled. It means we can improve
and widen our reach by posting to those
media.
Items posted on Facebook focus on Indigenous science, environmental, welfare and equity issues. More
pointedly, the Twitter account covers many Indigenous issues, much more than just
science and has contributions from First Nations peoples of all settler countries. If
you are not yet a Tweeter, I would encourage looking into it. The Coordinator of
this Network, Mark Linkson, has been running both these media but would be happy to share the load with
other members if you are keen. The logos above contain hyperlinks to our live and continuing everyday
media presence. However, the Bulletin is our most important and significant work, although some of the
issues and stories that first crop up on social media do translate to future stories in the Bulletin.
Significantly for our visibility, on Twitter we have been followed by the UN Biodiversity account (with over
106k followers) and they have tagged us in some recent tweets.
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INDIGENOUS SCIENCE NETWORK EDITORIAL: NOVEMBER 2021
Carly Jia is a Yidinji, Badulaig and Meriam woman from Far North
Queensland and is the Senior Advisor for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Education with the Australian Institute for Teaching
and School Leadership. Over the past 19 years, Carly has held
senior public service roles in a range of federal and state
government agencies primarily in policy development and
program delivery. For the past decade she has been active in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education and has a passion
for ensuring that the needs and desires of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander learners are understood, respected and supported.

Indigenous cultural competency in the Australian teaching workforce
The cultural competency of teachers and school leaders has been a constant theme throughout myriad
national policies and strategies developed for Indigenous Education in Australia, however many teachers
acknowledge that this is a persistent challenge. Research regularly highlights that many teachers have
limited to no preparation in teaching within culturally diverse contexts and cohorts, including students
from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds. To understand and respond to cultural diversity in
the classroom, teachers and school leaders must recognise the role culture and identity plays when
determining strategies to engage effectively with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander colleagues, students,
families, and communities. This collective activity is what makes Indigenous education everybody’s
business.
Teachers need to be culturally aware, culturally responsive, and be willing to critically reflect on their
biases and expectations on and about Indigenous peoples to adequately ensure that the classroom
environment and teacher–student relationship are conducive for all students (Macdonald, Gringart, and
Gray, 2016). In February 2019, the then Federal Minister for Education, the Hon. Dan Tehan MP, requested
AITSL undertake a four-year project to build or enhance the cultural competency of the existing teaching
workforce including the development of a suite of professional learning resources and increase cultural
safety in schools.
In 2020, AITSL launched the discussion paper, Indigenous cultural competency in the Australian teaching
workforce in response to initial consultation and research undertaken to set the foundations of the work
and gauge the understanding of cultural competency within the profession. The discussion paper, informed
by extensive consultations with educators, Indigenous education experts, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities, set out areas of discussion on four guiding questions. The responses to the
discussion paper were received through national online forums, written submissions and community
consultation with 87 responses provided as written submissions, over 380 forum participants and the
commencement of national community consultations.
We heard from stakeholders that to build a culturally competent teaching workforce, there is a strong
need for inspirational leadership, relevant professional development, exposure to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures and culturally responsive pedagogies, and experiential learning opportunities to
deliver quality learning experiences to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.
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Throughout the consultation process, ‘cultural competency’ has been used as a working term to facilitate
conversation about the topic. It was determined at the outset that the term cultural competency was and
is problematic and the need to better define how cultural competency is understood in an Australian
education context. There is a clear imperative to better define cultural competency in the education
context, both to describe more clearly the active principles, processes, and practices that underpin it, as
well as to distinguish what cultural competency is not.
It was also clear that schools moving forward in their cultural competency journey placed a strong
emphasis on self-reflection and growth mindset. To self-reflect and understand one’s own beliefs and
knowledge systems was recognised as critical in conversations and actions considered to demonstrate
cultural competency. It is not merely the process of re-learning history to unlearn biases but teachers and
school leaders reflecting on who they are, what pre-conceptions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
culture they have and having the capacity to deeply and actively listen.
Reflexive practices are integral aspects of a culturally competent workforce, and we must go further than
simply being aware and respectful of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures to developing ‘antiracism’ practices. This would involve teaching and non-teaching staff developing a critical awareness of
their own attitudes and assumptions, and actively countering and dismantling racist systems, policies,
practices, and perspectives in their school communities. Whilst calling out racist behaviour and practice is
important, there also needs to be adequate support and assistance for educators to learn and develop
their cultural competency through critical reflective practices. Educators must be supported and
encouraged to develop reflective practices that help them to safely, yet bravely: understand their own
identity and positionality; become critically aware of cultural social norms alongside questions of power
and privilege; communicate sensitively; and increase their knowledge of the beliefs, values and
perspectives of other cultures including the diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures.
Cultural competency is not about a non-Indigenous teacher needing to “know” or “teach” culture – it is
about being able to navigate cross-cultural communications and relationships more broadly, and critically
reflecting on their own positionality within these communications and relationships. The vital outcome
being sought by schools is to create spaces where educators develop critical reflective practices that will
help them to be brave and bold. Teachers who better understand their own identities, who are of aware of
social norms, power and privilege and who are committed to increasing their knowledge, will be ready to
actively counter and dismantle racist systems and processes they may find in their communities.
We acknowledge that there are a broader range of issues that need to be addressed in order for this work
to be truly successful. The work we are doing is an important way forward in ensuring our teaching
workforce are supported and equipped. It is a collective responsibility.
Yawo and big eso
Carly Jia
Senior Advisor for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education
The Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL)
For further information on Carly’s work and the cultural competency project, please follow these links:
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/indigenous-cultural-competency/get-involved
aitsl_indigenous-cultural-competency_discussion-paper_2020.pdf
aitsl_indigenous-cultural-competency_progress-report_2021.pdf
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INDIGENOUS SCIENCE NETWORK: BULLETIN ITEMS
Items are listed under five headings being News and Views; Resources; Papers; Indigenous Astronomy
and Conferences / Seminars. We further categorise some of these sections with sub-headers of Australia
or The World, to make finding your areas of interest easier. (See the Contents tabled below). Weblinks for
most items are contained as hyper-linked addresses or as hotspots within illustrations. Some items will not
have links. All links were active at the time of publication (15 November 2021).
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: This issue contains contributions from and reference to the following network
members: Keith Langerhoven, Indra Mani Rai, Michelle Hogue, Coimbra Sirica, Michael-Shawn Fletcher
and Carly Jia. Apologies if I have missed anyone. Many thanks and to all members, your future submissions
are most welcome.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people should be aware that this bulletin
may contain images and names of deceased persons.

ONLINE HOME FOR THE BULLETINS
All ISN bulletins since 1998 have been stored on Inaugural ISN Convenor Mike Michies’ personal website
and can be downloaded from there:
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~mmichie/network.html.
Eventually we will need to find a more permanent home. Member suggestions regarding this are welcome.
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NEWS AND VIEWS - AUSTRALIA
Karlie Noon and Corey Tutt on the barriers that stop Indigenous people from getting into
science (Ivy Shih, ABC Science: 7 Oct 2021)
Some of Karlie Noon's fondest memories
as a budding scientist were at university
— but it was also the scene of one of her
most devastating moments. She'd
walked into a lecture theatre, and almost
immediately the professor realised
excitedly that like him, Karlie was also
from Tamworth. Karlie, feeling homesick,
was relieved to meet someone from her
hometown. But things took a turn for the
worse when the professor found out
where she attended high school. His
enthusiasm quickly faded into
disappointment. "He said in front of the
whole class, 'Oh… you went to that
Karlie Noon is studying a PhD in astrophysics and is a co-host of
school … that's in Vegemite village,'"
RN's Cosmic Vertigo podcast. (Supplied)
Karlie recalls. Karlie says "Vegemite
village" is a racial slur used to describe the Aboriginal community in Tamworth. (Vegemite is a popular
black coloured yeast paste eaten in Australia.) It was a crushing moment for Karlie, who was working five
jobs to support herself through university and already struggling to fit into a system built for others.

Like Karlie, Kamilaroi man Corey Tutt is a keen
science communicator. His love of science and
reading began with a book about Australian reptiles
and amphibians that was given to him as a kid by his
"pop". This includes people from marginalised
communities, people from low socioeconomic and
Indigenous backgrounds, and people who are
culturally and linguistically diverse. In 2016, just 0.5
per cent of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people had a university STEMM qualification,
compared with 5 per cent of the non-Indigenous population. Karlie and Corey's experiences give a glimpse
into a system they say hasn't always been welcoming to people who don't fit the narrow definition of what
a scientist should be.
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Aboriginal students take out top tech prize, using Minecraft to 'Heal Country' and build
school of their dreams (Sara Tomevska, ABC News: 29 Sept 2021)

A group of Aboriginal students from Salisbury North Primary School won the 2021 Minecraft Education Challenge.
(Supplied: Tina Giglio)

A group of Aboriginal students from
Salisbury North Primary School, in
Adelaide, have taken out top prize in a
national technology competition, using
the video game Minecraft to build a
school that celebrates First Nations
culture. The 2021 Minecraft Education
Challenge was hosted by Australia's
first Indigenous EduTech company,
Indigital, and required students to
engage with this year's NAIDOC theme
'Heal Country'. Technology teacher,
Tina Giglio, said the competition was
an opportunity to "celebrate our
Aboriginal students". "They were asked
to design a future Salisbury North
The students used Minecraft to create a school that embraces First
Primary School, keeping in mind how
Nations culture. (ABC News)
they can heal our country, and build a
more sustainable community by
embracing First Nations cultural knowledge," she said. "They needed to create a school of the future,
linking back to what Aboriginal people taught us 60,000 years ago."
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Indigenous cadets connecting culture and science in the Murrumbidgee catchment
(Damian Michael, Paul Tomczyk, Jamie Turner and Skye Wassens; FLOW, Commonwealth Environmental
Water Office: accessed 10 October 2021)
The Murrumbidgee catchment in southern NSW is
rich in cultural heritage and supports many
important assets, including ceremonial areas,
burial sites, scar trees and a diverse range of
artefacts. The Murrumbidgee River and associated
wetlands are particularly significant as they have
cultural values that are important to the practices
of Traditional Owners to this day. The Flow-MER
Murrumbidgee program is conducted on lands of
the Wiradjuri, Wathi Wathi, Daddi Daddi, Muthi
Muthi and Nari Nari peoples.

Charles Sturt University’s Indigenous Cadetship
Program is focused on providing paid work
opportunities for Indigenous students. Our cadets
assist with activities conducted under the FlowMER program, gaining skills in freshwater ecology
and floodplain management, and bringing a
different cultural perspective to the program. In
March 2021, we were fortunate to have our first
cadet, Paul Tomczyk, join us on the midMurrumbidgee surveys. He said:

Paul Tomczyk processing a broad-shell turtle. Photo
credit: Jamie Turner
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Recently I participated in the Murrumbidgee FlowMER Program – what an experience! Darlington
Point was a long way from home, and the world
out there was so flat! (I come from the mountains
see). But anyway, it was truly special being out on
the mighty Marrambidya (Murrumbidgee river). I
helped to set fish traps in the evenings, then
collected, counted and measured fish (and turtles!)
the following sunrise.
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Indigenous knowledge and the myth of ‘wilderness’ (Associate Professor Michael-Shawn
Fletcher, Associate Professor Wolfram Dressler and Associate Professor Lisa Palmer, University of
Melbourne; and Dr Rebecca Hamilton, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History, Pursuit : 11
October 2021)
Michael Fletcher is one of eight First Nations Co-Editors for the Indigenous Science Network.
Aboriginal people in Australia view
Wild Country – ‘wilderness’ – as sick
country. Land that has been
degraded through lack of care.
Aboriginal ideas of ‘wilderness’ are
in direct contrast to the romantic
notion of ‘wilderness’ as “pristine”
or “healthy” that remains a
powerful narrative in conservation
efforts across the world today.
Human impacts on the
environment are almost always
viewed as threats to ecological
health. But this framing ignores the
fact that Indigenous and local
peoples have been actively creating,
‘Wilderness’ ignores the fact that Indigenous and local peoples have
managing and maintaining most of
been actively creating, managing and maintaining most of the Earth’s
the Earth’s landscapes for
landscapes. Picture: Getty Images
thousands of years. In fact, this
ignorance runs so deep that many
‘high value’ landscapes that are mapped in global conservation efforts are incorrectly assumed to be
people-free, ‘wild’ places. In a special issue on tropical forests in the journal Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science (PNAS), our work shows that many of these high value ‘wilderness’ landscapes are in
fact the product of long-term management and maintenance by Indigenous and local peoples.

Corey Tutt and Team DeadlyScience take home the 2021 Australian Museum Eureka
STEM Inclusion Prize (Adam Shirley, ABC Radio Canberra: 8 Oct 2021)
Team DeadlyScience and founder,
proud Kamilaroi man Corey Tutt, have
received the 2021 Australian Museum
Eureka STEM Inclusion Prize for their
work getting Indigenous Australians
involved in STEM, especially in remote
regions. The charity has now shipped
over 16,000 books and 500+
telescopes and resources to over 110
communities across Australia. Corey
Tutt joined Adam Shirley on Mornings for a conversation about encouraging participation in STEM: 'it's
important that science is for everyone'. Find out more about DeadlyScience: https://deadlyscience.org.au/
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University science and Aboriginal knowledge to go hand in hand at remote Pia Wadjarri
school (Bridget Herrmann, ABC Mid-West & Wheatbelt: 22 Sep 2021)
Pia Wadjarri Remote Community School will welcome researchers such as geologists onto country to share
knowledge with the students. The program will see scientists visiting the community twice a year, with the students
heading to Curtin University in Perth annually, and online video call learning each term. School principal Susan
Trigwell said it was an extension of their two-way science and on-country learning method. "It's this amazing blend
of Aboriginal culture and scientific knowledge blended with the Australian curriculum," she said. "The scientists are
taking us to the university in February, and the students are going to take Pia rocks … and we will be able to look at,
from a modern scientific view, how our rocks are made." Ms Trigwell said she was surprised at the correlation
between science and Aboriginal culture. "The elders here were able to explain about the archaeological, or artifact,
importance here," she said. "Then when the scientists came out, the geologists, we were blown away to see that
'Oh, these rocks are actually so important', and that there were oceans out here and that these are really significant
places.

The remote Pia Wadjarri Aboriginal community is home to some of the oldest rocks in the world.
(ABC News: Chris Lewis)
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Cultural burning brings back threatened species (LaTrobe University: 5 October 2021)
Danny Reddan from the Darebin Creek Management Committee said the Matted Flax-lily is known to be
found in grassland or grassy woodland areas such as the Darebin Creek, but it hadn’t previously been
recorded in the location where the cultural burn was undertaken. “Following the use of cultural burning in
this area of Darebin Creek, we’ve seen around 20 shoots of the endangered Matted Flax-lily now emerging,
which is fantastic to see and we look forward to watching it flower and keeping an eye out for other
species that may pop up as spring continues. “We know that in native grasslands, fire removes the grass
thatch which creates an open space for native species to thrive, and the smoke from fire often activates
seed germination, or in this case, vegetative
growth,” Danny said.
In May this year, Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung Narrap
Rangers utilised cultural burning practices to
manage weeds and regenerate native plant
species along a section of the Darebin Creek
frontage. The purpose of cultural burning is to
follow the cultural protocols of healing and caring
for Country by managing the impact of weeds,
regenerating native vegetation and enhancing
biodiversity and improving the health of Country.
The critically endangered Matted Flax-lily (Dianella amoena) has recently resurfaced along Darebin Creek
following the re-introduction of cultural burning as part of La Trobe University’s long -term project to
revegetate Nangak Tamboree over the next 5-10 years.

Indigenous cultural fishers call for immediate suspension of fishing prosecutions amid
native title claim (Joshua Becker, ABC Rural: 21 Oct 2021)
Aboriginal people account for just 4 per cent of
the population on the NSW South Coast but
represent 80 per cent of jail terms for fisheries
offences since 2009, according to data from the
NSW government. Now cultural fishers and
lawyers are calling for an immediate moratorium
on the prosecutions while the South Coast Native
title claim is in process. Walbunga man, Danny
Chapman is the elected representative for the
New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council for the
south coast, which stretches from Wollongong
down to the Victorian border. He has called on the
state government to suspend prosecutions. "It
Danny Chapman has called on the state government
to suspend cultural fishery prosecutions. Supplied.
doesn't come as a surprise to me, but it really
distresses me that the government seems to focus
on Aboriginal people in these areas, knowing full well that Aboriginal people have undertaken these
activities for all of their lives," he said.
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Linking Indigenous ecological knowledge and Western science (Claire Harris, ECOS, CSIRO: 8
July 2021)
In May, a specialist team of Indigenous knowledge holders, linguists and scientists travelled to Fitzgerald
River National Park to record the Noongar-Wudjari names for plants and animals. They also recorded
knowledge such as what the species looks, feels, smells or tastes like. According to Nat Raisbeck-Brown,
experimental spatial scientist and ALA-IEK Project Leader, this kind of collaborative work, on Country, is
invaluable. “To successfully link Western science – the taxonomic, Latin, name of a plant or animal – to
traditional knowledge we need a few key ingredients. Firstly, Western science-trained biologists work with
linguists who can interpret the spoken words of the knowledge holders into written text,” said Ms
Raisbeck-Brown. “It’s important to get out on Country where the plants are growing and the animals can
be found. It’s by getting out on Country that stories and memories can be shared,” she said.
According to Nat Raisbeck-Brown the projects key goals are
bringing together different knowledge systems and for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander People’s knowledge to be recognised as
science. “Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples have been
our scientists and land managers for 65,000 years,” she said.
“Indigenous knowledge comes from life experience and being part
of the land and is integral to our scientific knowledge system,” said
Gerry Turpin, Indigenous ethnobotanist with the Australian
Tropical Herbarium and the Queensland Herbarium. According to
Mr Turpin, this link between biodiversity and Indigenous culture is
clear. “Biodiverse areas were traditionally areas of high human
activity. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People interacting
with their environment increases the biodiversity and the health
of the country. So, it is imperative that Traditional Owners’
knowledge is included in resources like the ALA,” said Mr Turpin.
Elder Gail Yorkshire discussing the uses of a plant with Steve
Hopper. Steve is a senior botanist from the University of
Western Australia and a link to Western science knowledge.
Credit: Noongar Boodjar Language Centre

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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Bill Gammage and Bruce Pascoe: Indigenous care for country could rescue us all (The
Guardian: 24 Oct 2021)
In this extract from a new book, the co-authors look to lessons of the past to examine the best way forward
in land management after the fires of Black Summer
In Aboriginal thought, Country is a term which embraces everything spiritual and material. In our book
“Country: Future Fire, Future Farming”, we illustrate its range and power by showing how Australia’s first
peoples managed plants and animals, and how they managed and used fire. We demonstrate the
impressive and extensive skills and knowledge the First Australians, “the people of 1788” used to manage
land. Together – Bill writing about fire, and Bruce about plants and animals – we show how much those
who invaded after 1788 ignored and degraded those skills. Finally, we argue that with proper recognition
as intellectual property, those skills should be used to benefit, even to rescue, all Australians now and in
future.
Bill Gammage: past fires as lessons for the
future
Fires need fuel. Big fires need a lot of fuel. What
people did in 1788 until newcomers began
stopping them reduced and dispersed fuel,
breaking it up with grazed grass and open forest.
That changed almost everywhere in Australia
after 1788. Huge tracts now carry much more
fuel than they did, letting fires run, unstoppable,
for hundreds of kilometres. It didn’t need
anything particularly special to spark Black
Summer’s 2019–20 fires, just drought, hot winds
and fuel. Sooner or later, climate change or not,
the bush burns. Our task is to reduce fuel while
maintaining the beauty and diversity of our
plants and animals.
Like the Dreaming, like Songlines, Black Summer
showed us past, present and future. We saw the
consequence of our neglect, the devastation that
Bruce Pascoe sits with a scattering of kangaroo
grass that survived the catastrophic Black Summer
caused, and a warning for the years ahead. We
bushfires on his farm in Wallagaraugh, Victoria.
saw immense human effort, courage, mateship,
Photograph: Anna Maria Antoinette
skill, wondrous firefighting equipment and
D’AddarioBoodjar Language Centre
technology, strong community support, an
international rally of resources, and huge expense. The result? The worst fires we’ve ever had. We’re
getting nowhere. Not every summer will be as terrible as 2019–20, but big fires come faster and faster
upon us. This is our country to care for, but we can’t do it. We live with a national disgrace.
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Indigenous knowledge is vital in the fight against climate change: IPCC report (Rajat Ghai,
Down to Earth: 9 August 2021)
The traditional knowledge of the world’s indigenous peoples can be a vital tool in the fight to mitigate the
growing climate crisis, the latest report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has said.
The Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change was released August 9,
2021. The report stated that indigenous and local knowledge had played an increasing role in historical
climatology, especially in areas where instrumental observations were sparse. It cited a number of
instances: Peruvian fishermen had first thought of the name ‘El Niño’ for the now well-known climate
phenomenon in the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean. It had later been linked by researchers to the Southern
Oscillation and both were now jointly known as ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation). Other examples
included the Inuit and Aboriginal Australians. While Inuit communities had contributed to communitybased monitoring across the Arctic, indigenous Australian knowledge of climatic patterns has been offered
as a complement to sparse observational records, such as those of sea-level rise, the report noted.
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Ancient Sea Rise Tale Told Accurately for 10,000 Years (John Upton, Climate Central: 26 January
2015)
Melbourne, the southernmost state capital of the Australian mainland, was established by Europeans a
couple hundred years ago at the juncture of a great river and a wind-whipped bay. Port Phillip Bay sprawls
over 750 square miles, providing feeding grounds for whales and sheltering coastlines for brine-scented
beach towns. But it’s an exceptionally shallow waterway, less than 30 feet in most places. It’s so shallow
that 10,000 years ago, when ice sheets and glaciers held far more of the planet’s water than is the case
today, most of the bay floor was high and dry and grazed upon by kangaroos. To most of us, the rush of the
oceans that followed the last ice age seems like a prehistoric epoch. But the historic occasion was dutifully
recorded—coast to coast—by the original inhabitants of the land Down Under. Without using written
languages, Australian tribes passed memories of life before, and during, post-glacial shoreline inundations
through hundreds of generations as high-fidelity oral history. Some tribes can still point to islands that no
longer exist—and provide their original names.

(Fitzroy Island off the coast of Cairns in Queensland AUSTRALIA. Image: Cairns Post)
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NEWS AND VIEWS – THE WORLD
Indigenous producer creating innovative TV series for kids about Science (Kelly Many Guns,
First Nations Drum: 17 August 2020)
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit the TV & Film
industry across Canada ground to a halt however one
producer found some innovative solutions to keep
cameras rolling remotely. Loretta Todd, producer of
the APTN children’s series Coyote’s Crazy Smart
Science Show, was shooting season three when the
pandemic hit and it became clear production would
have to be delayed. She said she couldn’t afford that
and filming resumed.
Coyote’s Crazy Smart Science Show is an adventuresin-science series that encourages youth to explore the
fascinating world of science – from an Indigenous
perspective. With humour and curiosity, viewers dive
into sky, water, dirt and cosmos with brilliant
Indigenous role models as guides.
Lorretta is a descendant of Cree and Metis peoples.
Her credits include award-winning documentaries,
such as Forgotten Warriors, The People Go On and
Hands of History. She created, produced and directed
Tansi! Nehiyawetan, a Cree children’s series on APTN,
and created My Cree, a Cree language learning app –
and which has over 20,000 downloads. Currently she is
in production with Season 3 of Coyote’s Crazy Smart
Science. I recently caught up with Lorretta and discussed Coyote Science. As a “science geek” what inspired
you to produce a TV series on science geared towards children and youth?
I’ve always liked learning and finding out about things – like stars and rocks – even as a kid. And I’ve
always been inspired by my relatives because of how innovative and inventive they are – being able
to make something out of nothing, or fix an engine or build a house. And I was aware how they
could read the land and the animals and all our relations. I mean, how did they know about this
plant and that plant? And how did they know about how animals lived? How did they know about
currents in rivers and lakes? How did they know to make a canoe? Because they observed and
listened – like scientists everywhere. All people have science. The word science flows from ancient
words in the English language and basically means knowledge. Our people have knowledge and I
also believe we are natural scientists, because we learn through observation and through our own
form of experimentation – based on experience and knowledge. Plus, it was important to me for our
children and youth to see themselves in the media and to themselves practicing Indigenous science.
I am hoping to inspire more of our young people to become scientists, engineers, architects,
builders, mathematicians, astronomers, geologists – really all the areas of STEM and in the many
ways they can work in those fields – especially to serve their communities and help make a better
world.
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Enabling Indigenous Academic Success in a Pandemic (Michelle Hogue, First Nations Drum: 20
December 2020)
This article was the basis for the editorial in the August 2021 issue of the ISN Bulletin: Reflections on
Indigenous STEM Education in a Pandemic
The Indigenous Student Success Cohort (ISSC) program at the University of
Lethbridge (UofL), is a well-recognized, successful first-year program that
provides a solid academic foundation and skill set to enable Indigenous
students to succeed in their degree of choice. Key to the success of the ISSC
is the bridging of Indigenous and Western cultures, the creation of
community, a culturally relevant, highly interactive, learning and supportive
environment, and attention to Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Learning
(IWKL). When the Covid-19 Pandemic hit, schools and universities suddenly
closed in March, and we scrambled to go online in a matter of days. This
had a negative impact for many students, but particularly Indigenous
students, many who had to move back to community and complex
situations. There was little time to plan and there were many challenges in
completing courses. It was stressful for all. It soon became evident that this was going to be the “new
normal” for post-secondary education for the 20/21 academic year. As the Coordinator of the ISSC, I know
first-hand the struggles and challenges Indigenous students experience with the Western way of learning,
particularly in transitioning into mainstream university education at the best of times, so deciding how to
deliver the entire program online was a deep concern.

Finding the words: African translators aim to decolonize science
(Nick Roll, The Christian Science Monitor: 7 October 2021)
As a child growing up in rural South Africa, Sibusiso Biyela was surrounded by science. Specifically, he
remembers seeing Venus nearly every morning and every night. But for the longest time, Mr. Biyela, now a
science writer, didn’t know he was looking at Venus. He had been taught about Earth’s planetary neighbor
in school in English, but what he saw was Ikhwezi, the isiZulu name for the wandering celestial body long
studied and observed by native South Africans and used to measure the passing of the year. He was about
15 before he realized Venus and Ikhwezi were the same thing, Mr. Biyela says. “There was never that
connection made [in school] in the first place. It just felt like such a betrayal that I know so many things in
English that I should know in isiZulu as well.”
Mr. Biyela’s story is not unique. The teaching of science in
official government languages across Africa – often coming
before students are fluent in said languages – can create
disconnects, he says. Concepts are memorized, but
sometimes without deeper understanding outside the
classroom. More broadly, critics say the omission of
Indigenous languages sends an exclusionary message about
who belongs in science – both in Africa and abroad.
Sibusiso Biyela, now based in Johannesburg, is a partner on the
Decolonise Science project. Supplied
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Taking Indigenous culture viral (Terrance McCoy, The Wahington Post: 15 Sept 2021)
A beautifully illustrated story about the attempts by remote living Indigenous peoples of the Amazon to
improve understanding of their lives through use of social media including Instagram and Tik Tok.
TATUYO INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY, Brazil — In the middle of the Amazon Forest, along the banks of the
Rio Negro, a young woman in face paint was bored. The coronavirus pandemic had cut off the flow of
visitors, further isolating this Indigenous village, accessible only by boat. So Cunhaporanga Tatuyo, 22, was
passing her days, phone in hand, trying to learn the ways of TikTok. She danced to songs, dubbed videos,
wildly distorted her appearance — the full TikTok experience. None of it found much of an audience.
Then she held up a wriggly, thick beetle larva to the camera. “People ask, ‘Cunhaporanga, is it true that you
really eat larva?’ “Of course we eat them! Do you want to see?” The bug met its end (“Mmmhhh,”
Cunhaporanga said), and a new viral star was born — streaming from the most remote of locations.

As social media reaches into the Amazon rainforest, one of digital media’s final frontiers, it is opening an
unprecedented window into Indigenous life, clearing away the barriers once imposed by geography. For
the first time, some of the planet’s most isolated peoples are in daily communication with the outside
world without the traditional filters of journalists, academics or advocates. “This is an important
opportunity,” said Beto Marubo, a member of the Marubo people, whose village just got the Internet and
is already going viral. “The Brazilian people don’t know Indigenous people, and from this lack of
information has come all sorts of terrible stereotypes like Indigenous people are lazy or indolent or
unhappy.”
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Indigenous Wine Making in Nepal (Indra Mani Rai, Excerpt from PhD Thesis: 15 Sept 2021)
Indra Mani Rai is one of the ISN’s Regional Correspondents for Aisa.

Kirat1is a generic term that signifies the indigenous identity of many ethnic groups (such as
Limbu, Yakkha, Sunuwar, Rai with sub-categories -Yamphu, Lohorung, Sampang,
Wombule, Khaling, Chamling, Kulung, Thulung, Dumi, Bantawa, and so on) residing for
centuries in the mountains and hills of east Nepal. They occupy about three percent of the
total population of Nepal (Central Bureau of Statistics [CBS], 2012). They speak languages
belonging to the Tibeto-Burman family, and have culture that is distinct from the IndoNepalese ones (Schlemmer, 2004).
Many people may have constructed a negative image of indigenous home-made wine as
excessive drinking may give rise to anti-social activities. However, it has cultural and
spiritual value in many indigenous communities in Nepal. Because of this reason, the Kirats
had been socially grouped under Matwalis or alcohol drinkers (Acharya, 2002). It is given
as gift to other relatives
particularly
to
the
respectable elders or village
chieftains. The Kirats use
Toptewa (Home-made wine)
in many other cultural rites,
rituals and ceremonies such
as birth, marriage and death
ceremonies as a form of gift
to other kins. However,
many people insult and
underestimate it naming
Tharra or Khoyabirke2.
Some people might think
that these are the cheapest
and the drink of the lowest
class of people. However,
Toptewa has deep cultural
values
in
the
Kirat
communities.
It was an early morning on a
day of August 2016. An old,
white curly haired and sick
woman was lying down on a
wooden bed covered with a bedsheet. She had recently come to Kathmandu for

1

This term can be written Kirata, Kirati, Kirant, Kiranti …..… The linguists often use the designation ‘Kiranti’
while anthropologists and local cultural activists have started to employ the designation ‘Kirat’ as an
umbrella (Wettstein, 2015) as a signifier of collective identity of the groups. But I use the term Kirat to
represent the members of the sub-categories of Kirat and to simplify the reading.
2
as it is stored in an empty bottle of beer or any other liquor with lid of remaining part of a corn-cob (Khoyo
N) after its grains are extracted from it.
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visiting her regular doctor. I was inquisitive about asking her something about the Kirat
cultural practices of Toptewa making. I encouraged her to explain the indigenous Toptewa
making processes as she has long experiences of making Toptewa. She shared her
experiences of the Toptewa making process.

She made an oven of three legs of stone pieces nearby the source of water and collected
firewood to make fire at the place which she called Miguroom/Thauroom. She expressed
that Toptewa was generally made at home or any other places where there was enough water
available. She often made Toptewa nearby Yongchawa or Kangbingdawa (a source of spring
water) at some distance away from home as it was difficult to fetch water many times it was
needed. She shared that she placed a big vessel/Phongsi with ei3 or Akcha4 mixing with water
on Thouroom. She placed a vessel called Jhanjahri- made of mud and having small holes
at the bottom on Phongsi, a small pot called Paini made of mud inside the Jhajhari, a conical
vessel called Bata–made of copper on the Jhajhari. She further said that the outlets between
the vessels were closed by wrapping with the clothes. She said that when Akcha was boiled
the vapour was cooled by pouring the water in Bata and then the Toptewa was collected in
the Paini.

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!

3

fermented rice or millet or maize from which a spirituous liquor is produced
generally part of ei after extracting juice

4
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Polar Bears Take Down Walruses by Hurling Rocks and Ice (David Kindy, The Smithsonian
Magazine: 9 August 2021)
Another example of Indigenous science knowledge that was once dismissed by western science but is now
embraced as solid evidence backs up Inuit oral histories regarding tool use by polar bears!

Scientists have long dismissed centuries-old claims of polar bears smashing the skulls of walruses with
rocks and chunks of ice as myth and legend. Now, Canadian researchers have found evidence to
corroborate the Indigenous knowledge. Reviewing Inuit accounts over the past 200 years, lead author Ian
Stirling, a biologist at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, and his team report in a new study that while
rare, these attacks likely do occur. Published in the peer-reviewed journal Arctic, the research concludes
that “polar bears may occasionally use tools to hunt walruses in the wild.”

An engraving of a polar bear hurling a rock at a walrus from Charles Francis Hall's 1865 book Arctic researches,
and life among the Esquimaux. Smithsonian Libraries/Public Domain
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Dawn Pratt is on a mission to increase Indigenous representation in STEM, one fun
science class at a time - (Emily Harwitz, C&EN: 9 October 2021)
Muscowpetung Saulteaux Nation chemist turned educator is working to increase Indigenous representation
in STEM by showing Indigenous students they belong in science.
When Dawn Pratt walked into her first day
of physics class at the University of Regina,
she was stunned. In her 14 years as a
student, she’d never been taught science
by someone who looked like her—yet here
was an Indigenous man standing at the
front of the room. While she was growing
up, “it would have been nice to see more
of us, or more females that were
Indigenous and liked science,” says Pratt,
who is one of the roughly 1,600 registered
Anihšināpēk members of the
Muscowpetung Saulteaux Nation. That
lack of representation is something she’s
working to change for the next generation
of Indigenous youth.
Since 2016, Pratt has made it her mission
to Indigenize science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
through mentoring, consulting, and
creating K–12 curricula that blend
Indigenous knowledge with Western
science.
“To me, [Indigenizing STEM] means
bringing in land-based education, bringing
in the culture, bringing in the language,
bringing in the Elders and the Knowledge
Keepers,” Pratt says. She started the
educational consulting company
Askenootow STEM Enterprise in 2020 to
Dawn Pratt, an advocate for Indigenizing STEM, sees the science
fully devote her time to that goal. Her
in everything, like the physics and engineering of making a windintent is not to replace Western science
resistant tipi. (Supplied by Dawn Pratt)
but to offer an additional system of
knowledge, equal in importance, that’s culturally relevant to Indigenous people.
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‘This is what we need for the future of society, of our research and our scientists’ (Leah
Gerber, The Record: 10 Oct 2021)
GUELPH — At first glance, Indigenous ways of knowing, which focus on relationships with nature, may
seem to be in opposition to western science, with its core value of objectivity. But a new environmental
science program at the University of Guelph is braiding them together. The appearance of being opposite is
somewhat of an illusion, says Jonathan Schmidt, a professor in the school of environmental science at the
University of Guelph. He has been teaching environmental science for over 30 years. “A lot of the time
what happens with western science is we make vast generalizations and we talk about the means of things,
we talk about the average, we talk about what happens most often and ignore quite often the events that
are outside of that average range, even though they
happen,” he says. “Whereas what I’ve found working
with Indigenous scholars is that they pay very close
attention to the entire range of what happens, and they
have specific knowledge about — in this place, this is
how this works … so there’s a very long accumulation of
objective observation that is specific about a place.
The first year of the new Bachelor of Indigenous
Environmental Science and Practice program is now
underway. It’s a four-year program offered through the
School of Environmental Science. Students participate in
activities like listening to teachings from Indigenous
Elders while also studying courses like chemistry and
biology.

Indigenous Studies Online Course - Indigenous Peoples and Technoscience (University of
Alberta, offered Winter 2022)
NS 115 introduces students to the
intricate connections between science
and technology fields, broader
dynamics of colonialism, and
increasing demands for Indigenous
governance of science and
technology. The course is structured
by centering Indigenous peoples’
relationships to science and
technology fields as
“objects/subjects,” “collaborators,”
and “scientists.”
Instructors: Kim TallBear, Jessica
Kolopenuk
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Indigenous knowledge from Guj farmer used for treating mastitis (newKerala.com: 20 Oct
2021)
New Delhi, Oct 20: Utilising the indigenous knowledge
system shared by a farmer from Gujarat, a poly-herbal
and cost-effective medicine has been developed to
treat mastitis, an infectious disease of dairy cattle.
Mastitis is a common infectious disease which affects
farm productivity due to fall in milk quality, thus
impacting income-generating activities. The treatment
of infected animals with antibiotics poses a public
health hazard. "Indigenous knowledge systems can
offer a more sustainable alternative, and their
scientific evaluation is necessary to integrate these
medications in the health care system. Continuous
expansion in development of technologies and products is required towards management of mastitis with
minimal use of antibiotic therapy," a release from the Ministry of Science and Technology said. To this end,
NIF, an autonomous institute of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), which reinvigorates
indigenous technologies based on farmer's wisdom, has identified this unique herbal composition shared
by a farmer from Gujarat for control of mastitis among farm animals. A gel preparation has been
developed for topical application over the affected udder surface, and a patent has been filed for this
composition shared by the farmer Becharbhai Samatbhai Devgania.

This Indigenous Samoan Plant Could Rival a Common Painkiller, New Lab Study Shows
(Clare Watson, Science Alert, 5 Nov 2021)
A Samoan plant traditionally used to treat fevers, body aches, and 'ghost sickness' could rival ibuprofen, an
off-the-shelf painkiller, for its anti-inflammatory properties, new research suggests. Led by Indigenous
Samoan scientist Seeseei Molimau-Samasoni of the Scientific Research Organisation of Samoa, the study
suggests the poorly understood but often-used Samoan traditional medicine called 'matalafi' could be as
potent as ibuprofen, which works by reducing inflammation.
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Indigenous and heritage icons held by the University of Cape Town destroyed by fire (Dr.
Keith Roy Langenhoven, 1 Nov 2021)
On 18 April this year, the University of Cape Town Jagger
Library housing 7, 500 Indigenous knowledge manuscripts
went up in smoke as a devastating wild fire raged through
the fynbos on the slopes of Table Mountain in Cape Town,
South Africa. These wildfires are not new as fire is common
in this floral kingdom of Fynbos unique to South Africa and
UCT unfortunately found itself an unsuspecting victim.
Speculation is rife that the fire was deliberately lit although
the motivation is not clear at this stage.

This before and after photo
of the 200-year-old
Mostert’s Mill. It was
destroyed during the Table
Mountain fire in April 2021.
Mostert’s Mill was built by
the Dutch in 1796, one of
three mills in Cape Town and
the only working mill in
Africa, south of the Sahara.
Its cultural and historical
significance dates back to the Dutch occupation of the Cape. One could see the workings of the two
millstones. The bottom (fixed) one is called the bedstone and the top one is called the runner, used to
grind wheat into flour and is reminiscent of the indigenous technology practiced by first Nations people
when grinding ears of wheat to produce flour. Illustrated below is this indigenous apparatus on a smaller
scale used in an indigenous setting.

For more on this incident, please view:
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01045-4
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Authenticating Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS) research in Nigeria
Dr Keith Roy Langenhoven
School of Science and Mathematics Education (SSME), Education Faculty
University of the Western Cape, SOUTH AFRICA
Email: klangenhoven@uwc.ac.za
Allow me to introduce Dr Jacob Kola Aina, Dean of the School of Science at the School of Science, College of
Education (Technical) Lafiagi, Kwara State, Nigeria, who organised a 3-day 4th National conference, held at
the College Auditorium from 13th – 15th April 2021. The conference's theme was Teaching, Learning during
and after the COVID-19: Evolving Sustainable Science, Technical and Vocational Education [STVE] in Nigeria.
He is a graduated PhD student from the School of Science and Mathematics Education, University of the
Western Cape, South Africa.

Welcome address by the Dean School of Science, Dr.
Jacob Kola AINA. A paper written by Dr. Aina on
Indigenous Knowledge of Southwest Nigeria can be
accessed here.

IKS features strongly at the University of the Western Cape with masters and PhD students studying in areas
related to authenticating IKS related to integration, decolonisation and infusing this into school science
curricula. My intention is to share these academic papers and contribute articles that explore the rich
diversity of views recognizing indigenous people, authenticating their knowledge base and creating spaces
through pedagogy for infusing knowledge cosmologies that strengthen the teaching and learning of science
concepts.
This is an initial attempt to establish an IKS network in
Africa in order to share what is happening on the local
and regional stage with international players through
the ISN bulletin.
The 3-day 4th national conference had participants from
various institutions across the country. The keynote
speaker for the conference was Prof. Medinat F.
Salman, Science Education Department University of
Ilorin. Simultaneously, the Lead paper presenter was Dr.
FALODE Oluwole Caleb, Educational Technology
Department, Federal University of Technology, Minna.
Prof. Salman presenting her Key Note Address
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The opening ceremony, which started at about 10:30 am, had over 200 hundred participants, including
students and staff of the College and people outside the College. This was a good time of interaction and
engagement with intellectuals, scholars, and professionals in science, technical, and vocational education. A
total number of forty papers were presented at the conference.
Prof. Salman presented her keynote address: Teaching Amidst COVID-19 Pandemic: Evolving sustainable
Science, Technical and Vocational Education (STVE) in Nigeria. Dr. Falode, from the Federal University of
Technology, was a Lead Paper presenter who maintained that the COVID-19 pandemic is a terror that hinders
physical presence in classrooms, laboratories, and workshops, preventing effective teaching and learning
STVE.
The three-day conference was significant in the history of the College because of the discussion that centered
on the development of sustainable Science, Technical and Vocational Education (STVE) in Nigeria. Critical
discussion among scholars was the need to decolonize science learning to pave the way for indigenous
science learning. After the conference participants agreed on many issues about STVE in Nigeria, a
communique was sent to the government. Critical among these are
1. Electronic and mobile learning should be included in the STVE curriculum.
2. Teaching science in Nigeria should be decolonized to encourage indigenous science teaching and
learning in our schools.
3. The decolonization of science teaching should also help scholars develop a Nigerian/African
referencing style different from the popular APA, MLA, Chicago, etc.
4. The teaching of STVE should be in Nigerian languages aside from the English language, which is
foreign to students and teachers.

Presentation by the LOC
Chairman, Dr. Hassan, M. O

(All photo credits Keith Langenhoven)
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Group photograph from the conference

Registration center at the conference

A scholar presenting
his paper during the
conference

A conference participant asking questions
Another presentation during the conference

Using a Dialogical Argumentation Instructional Modelling (DAIM) pedagogy, participants were able to
engage in meaningful discourse around the issue of decolonizing the science curriculum and integrating IKS
in science and technology curricula.
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How Indigenous Stories Helped Scientists Understand the Origin of Three Huge Boulders
(Chris Baraniuk, Hakai Magazine via The Smithsonian Magazine: 4 October 2021)
Legends spurred researchers to form a theory about Makin Island’s distinctively out-of-place rocks. The
first time James Terry heard the legend of Makin Island’s three boulders was in 2012. Romano Reo, a
retired chief surveyor from the Kiribati Lands and Survey Department, emailed him and relayed the story of
a fabled king who once lived on an island that is now part of the Republic of Kiribati in the central Pacific
Ocean. In the story, people on the nearby Makin Island brought the king a gift of fruit. But the fruit was
rotten, and the king, enraged by the affront, sent three giant waves to punish the Makin Islanders. Each
wave carried a huge rock toward the shore. As the deluge crashed down, the terrified islanders begged for
forgiveness. The king relented, stopping the third wave just in time. The story grabbed Terry because, as a
geoscientist at Zayed University in the United Arab Emirates, he had a thing about offshore boulders. He
wondered if the story was, in fact, more than a story. It was possible that the tale about the angry king,
passed down by the island’s Indigenous Micronesians, might be a geomyth—a legend that encodes true
information about an area’s geological past.

Three giant rocks—Tokia,
Rebua, and Kamatoa—sit
in the ocean south of
Makin Island in the
Republic of Kiribati.
Image: James Terry

Each boulder is made of coral. Because corals extract uranium from seawater—and because that uranium
decays and turns into thorium when the coral dies—the ratio of uranium to thorium in dead corals can
indicate when they died. “It works like an atomic clock,” says Terry. The analysis yielded a range of possible
dates, with the most likely being 1576. Based on the scale of the boulders, and the energy that would have
been required to move them, Terry and his colleagues think that a powerful tsunami—roughly as strong as
the one that caused the disaster at Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011—hit Makin
Island in 1576. Terry suggests that the tsunami was triggered by the collapse of a part of the seafloor just
off Makin. The wave snapped the rocks from a nearby coral reef and hurled them toward the shore.
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Extinction of Indigenous languages leads to loss of exclusive knowledge about medicinal
plants (Sibélia Zanon translated by Maya Johnson, Mongabay: 20 September 2021)
• A study at the University of Zurich in Switzerland shows that a large proportion of existing medicinal
plant knowledge is linked to threatened Indigenous languages. In a regional study on the Amazon, New
Guinea and North America, researchers concluded that 75% of medicinal plant uses are known in only one
language.
• The study evaluated 645 plant species in the northwestern Amazon and their medicinal uses, according
to the oral tradition of 37 languages. It found that 91% of this knowledge exists in a single language, and
that the extinction of that language implies the loss of the medicinal knowledge as well.

The dots on the maps indicate the distribution of languages that cite medicinal plants. The red bars show the
percentage of medicinal knowledge restricted to just one language in North America (A), the north-western
Amazon (B) and New Guinea (C). Supplied with article.

“Every time a language disappears, a speaking voice also disappears, a way to make sense of reality
disappears, a way to interact with nature disappears, a way to describe and name animals and plants
disappears,” says Jordi Bascompte, researcher in the Department of Evolutional Biology and Environmental
Studies at the University of Zurich. The project Ethnologue concluded that 42% of the world’s more than
7,000 existing languages are endangered. Of the 1,000 Indigenous languages spoken in Brazil prior to the
arrival of the Portuguese in 1500, only about 160 are still alive, according to language research non-profit
SIL International. In a recent study, Bascompte and biodiversity specialist Rodrigo Cámara-Leret warn that
the extinction of Indigenous languages equates to a loss of traditional knowledge about medicinal plants,
which could reduce chances for the discovery of future medicines. As Indigenous groups traditionally rely
on the spoken word for intergenerational knowledge transfer, the disappearance of these languages will
take with it a universe of information.
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Emma Mitchell
@silverpebble

Humans are hardwired to respond positively to the patterns we
encounter in nature. This increased our chances of successful foraging.
Fractals are common in nature. When we look at this kind of pattern,
we recover from stress 60% more quickly. Zoom in if you’re feeling
anxious:
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Using traditional Inuit knowledge and Western science to study Arctic marine life (Lindsay
Campbell, MacLean’s: 21 Oct 2021)
Growing up on Baffin Island, Enooyaq Sudlovenick often ventured out on the water with her parents,
leaning off the side of their boat to scoop up and marvel at schools of sea angels. When ocean levels
dipped, she would search shallow tidal pools for eels and northern krill. Year-round, she also participated
in Inuit hunting, harvesting and fishing traditions. All of this, she says, opened her eyes to an abundant
aquatic ecosystem that has sustained her community for millennia. “The Arctic is not as barren as people
think. It’s rich with life,” she says. “Being on the water, it feels like home. It’s calm, it’s peaceful and
familiar. But there is still so much we still don’t know.” Since leaving the North to go to university, the
Nunavut-born student has sought to understand more about the life that roams below the region’s ocean
surface. Her post-secondary journey began in 2013 at the University of Guelph, where she earned a
bachelor of science in marine and freshwater biology. She then enrolled at the University of Prince Edward
Island, where she wrote her thesis on Iqaluit’s ringed seals and graduated with a master’s of science in
veterinary medicine, pathology and microbiology.

Sudlovenick wrote her master’s thesis on Iqaluit’s ringed seals (Patricia Bourque)

Sudlovenick uses both Western science and traditional Inuit knowledge in her research. Using a scientific
lens, she might look at trends in bacteria, contaminants, pathogens and gene biomarkers present in parts
of the whale. At the same time, she consults with local Inuit about their whale observations, such as
differences in taste, physical appearance, or changes in birth or migration rates over time. She interviews
hunters, Elders and other Inuit who process the animals to hear their observations and concerns and
understand how they monitor the health of regional whale populations. The participation of locals also
makes field days run smoother. For example, when Sudlovenick collects samples of beluga skin, blubber,
blood, muscles and organs, she does it with hunters who are skilled in harpooning whales.
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'Nature is not a commodity': Can the world learn from indigenous peoples' food systems,
before they are lost? (Nell Lewis, CNN: 13 October 2021)
Fabian Jimbijti sometimes walks three days to find food for his community. He treks across mountains to
collect salt from a sacred spring deep in the jungle, wades into rivers to catch eels, and forages the forest
floor for herbs and wild edibles. The finds are then distributed to his family, who are spread across 24
villages in a tropical region of Ecuador stretching from the mountains of the Andes to the lowlands of the
Amazon. The Shuar tribe, to which he belongs, has lived there for centuries. Growing up in the jungle
alongside armadillos, monkeys and boa constrictors, 24-year-old Jimbijti (known as Shushui by his family)
deeply respects nature and recognizes its fragility. The community knows it could make money by
exploiting the land, says Jimbijti -- such as by extracting and selling salt from the rare saltwater spring. But
it chooses not to. "We take enough but not too much," he says. "It would be a lack of respect for
everything and create a total imbalance."

Fabian Jimbijti (pictured), from
Angel Rouby in the Morona
Santiago province of Ecuador,
forages food from the jungle.
Supplied with article.

This attitude is true across most of the world's indigenous peoples and has been vital in preserving the
natural world. While indigenous people account for just 5% of the global population and occupy less than a
quarter of the world's surface area, their territories are home to about 80% of the world's biodiversity,
according to the World Bank. In contrast, modern food practices are responsible for almost 60% of global
biodiversity loss. To ensure the future of the planet, the world must learn from indigenous peoples'
practices, says Phrang Roy, who belongs to the Khasi indigenous people in northeast India. He is one of the
authors of a 2021 report led by the UN's Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) on indigenous peoples'
food systems, which warned of the increasing threats these unique traditions face.
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How Indigenous Knowledge is Changing the Way California Tracks the Effects of Climate
Change (Manola Secaira, Capradio: 22 September 2021)
This year, OEHHA (the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment) has reached out to about 30
tribes in the state of California for their report. Of those 30, eight tribes have written their own section
entirely, reporting on what they’ve tracked as their own indicators of climate change in their ancestral
homelands. Laurie Monserrat, a senior environmental scientist for OEHHA who has led tribal outreach
efforts for this report, said that these perspectives are an integral part of how Californians should be
understanding climate change. But much of this work is new. Gathering this information was an entirely
new project for the department, which she said had never reached out to tribes for previous reports. That,
she said, needed to change. “The tribes have the deepest knowledge,” Monserrat said. “I don't think that
traditional Western science, looking at data from the past hundred years, for example, stands as strong
without that perspective.”

A photo of the
Sierra Nevada
mountain range.
L’eaux Stewart,
who is chair of the
Big Pine Paiute
Tribe of the Owens
Valley, has lived in
close proximity to
these landscapes
her entire life.
Supplied by L’eaux
Stewart.

Many of the tribes Monserrat has worked with similarly rely on the experiences of tribal members to track
climate change indicators. She recalled one instance in an early listening session with a group of Eastern
Sierra tribes where a participant noted that a drought was coming. The participant was Gracie Dick, a
member and cultural monitor for the Coleville Paiute Tribe, a non-federally recognized tribe also known as
the Antelope Valley Indian Community with ancestral lands in northern Mono County. At the time,
Monserrat said that she had heard nothing of an upcoming drought. She asked about any evidence to back
this theory up, and Dick responded by pointing to the reduction in oak acorns. “I didn't think anything of
it,” Monserrat said, who had never heard of this as an indicator of drought. Sure enough, Dick was right.
This instance is one of many that Monserrat said informed her approach to this report, teaching her to
more deeply appreciate and understand the historical knowledge that tribes bring to conversations about
climate change.
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Why Indigenous Peoples' Day Matters (Joanne Nani Lewis, Native Hope: 22 March 2021)
On April 3rd, 2019, the state of New Mexico officially
replaced Columbus Day with Indigenous People’s Day.
From now on, the second Monday in October will honor
the strength and resilience of Indigenous People. It is a
historic moment, and one that I am blessed to be alive to
witness. Often, such a change triggers mixed responses
from the public, ranging from praise for the paradigm
shift, to indifference, to frustration about abolishing
history. Why does it matter? All I can say is why it matters
to me.
I am a descendant of the first Indigenous People. My name
is Joanne Nani Lewis. I am a member of the of the United
Confederation of Taino People and a Bohio of Atabei
Jaguar Warrior. That’s right, I am a descendant of the first
Indigenous People who encountered Columbus lost at
sea— the first to be colonized. Unfortunately, asserting my
heritage wasn’t always possible. Throughout my
childhood, it was no secret that claiming Taino heritage
was paralleled with witchcraft. Even in school, our history
books read, “Columbus came, and the Indians died.” I can
still remember the smile on my teacher’s face when I
asked, “Why do we look like the Indians?” “Ask your
family,” was his only response. Although my unrelenting curiosity demanded the truth from my family, I
wasn’t prepared for the pain I felt when my father finally admitted, we are Taino. Discovering at a young
age that, based on what we learned in school, I am a descendant of the “losers” filled me with shame. It
took many years, but with the help of my family and my tribe, I realized rather than being a fortunate
fluke, my very existence meant my ancestors resisted and survived the horrors of colonization for me to be
here today. Every Indigenous person alive today is another win for our ancestors. Now, it is our turn to
honor them by celebrating our culture.

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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To Teach in Hawai'i, Educators Must Honor Indigenous Land
(Kauakanilehua Adams, EdSurge: 20 Sept 2021)
Kapu, a word for something sacred, forbidden, and holy. It brings back a story told to me a few years ago
before I even stepped foot on campus. A story about the place where the school was supposed to be until
rare native plants were found before construction. This brought the entire project to a halt and the new
school that everyone wanted could no longer be built as planned. One of the plant species found was the
wahine noho kula, “the woman dwelling in the plains.” It would take a powerful woman indeed to bring
such an endeavor to a complete standstill. 'Āina, meaning “that which feeds,” is a Hawaiian word
commonly used to talk about the land. The word has always held immense weight for me as a Native
Hawaiian. It is the land that connects me to my history, my ancestors, and my culture. It gives me life and I
am fortunate to see this cherished admiration for the land in my students.
I often ask them what it is they do outside of school and their answers almost always center around the
land. Diving, fishing, hunting, soaking up the sun on the beach, and exploring past the end of trails—my
students do not just love this land, they are a part of it. This concept of a deep and resounding connection
to the land has always come naturally to me. However, I have realized that educators who do not identify
as either kama‘āina (born and raised) or Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) are often missing the key
connection that is imperative to a culturally sustaining classroom on indigenous land.

Oahu - North Shore
Supplied

Teachers Must Do the Work
The position of a teacher in the classroom is one of power. It is needed and necessary for all educators to
consider their own privilege and implicit biases, but especially non-Indigenous educators in Hawai'i.
Educators must adapt their teaching pedagogy to be cognizant of the importance of cultural and personal
connection to the land. This effort must be self-directed, earnest and humble. This is more than texts from
kama‘āina and Kanaka Maoli writers to replace Shakespeare and Austen, and changing “Sara bought six
apples” to “Kainoa bought six mangoes” is not the rich, culturally-sustaining curriculum your students
deserve. It requires educators to completely rethink the ways we engage our students in the learning
process.
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1. Seek knowledge through community members, especially when incorporating Indigenous knowledge in
your classroom. In Hawai'i, our kupuna, “elders,” are the most cherished people in our community. We
look to them for guidance, knowledge and wisdom that is almost always grounded in the story. Sometimes
the most important thing a non-Indigenous educator can do is realize that certain things are better said by
trusted community members such as kupuna or even other kama‘āina/Kanaka Maoli educators. Some
stories are not for you to tell.
2. Use the resources available to you. The Hawai'i Department of Education put out a comprehensive
learning framework called Nā Hopena A‘o (see below). This is a framework created to help educators guide
their students in social-emotional learning and academic rigor while grounding in place. However, I have
noticed that few teachers take the steps necessary to implement this framework in the classroom. Utilize
the resources envisioned and created by kama‘āina/Kanaka Maoli educators.
3. Step back from centering the classroom around you. Recognize the oppressive systems at play and
move forward with your students beside you rather than behind you. You can center your classroom
around mo'olelo, “story,” by having students participate in an actual conversation about the skills, lessons,
concepts and texts that they engage within the class. Break the barrier between you at the front of the
room and them at the back. Have students face each other and allow them to speak candidly in pairs,
groups and whole-class seminars. While they do this, you should task yourself with becoming the
respectful observer, the active listener, the learner. They know more than you do about this place and
these people and that’s OK. Your students are the authentic leaders of their community, and it is your job
to nurture that.

Policy E-3: Nā Hopena A‘o (HĀ)
This policy material, taken from the Hawaiian Department of Education, contains ideas and values which
any teacher of Indigenous students may find useful.
Nā Hopena A‘o (“HĀ”) is a framework of outcomes that reflects the Department of Education’s core values
and beliefs in action throughout the public educational system of Hawaii. The Department of Education
works together as a system that includes everyone in the broader community to develop the competencies
that strengthen a sense of belonging, responsibility, excellence, aloha, total-well-being and Hawaii
(“BREATH”) in ourselves, students and others. With a foundation in Hawaiian values, language, culture and
history, HĀ reflects the uniqueness of Hawaii and is meaningful in all places of learning. HĀ supports a
holistic learning process with universal appeal and application to guide learners and leaders in the entire
school community.

The HĀ philosophy
HĀ is a set of six outcomes that are firmly rooted in Hawaiʻi. These six-outcomes contain values that are
universal to all cultures. Educating students in an environment of HĀ will add value to and strengthen each
and every person who engages over the course a learning journey. Department faculty and staff should
also be models of behaviors that direct students to what these outcomes might look like in practice. Those
who are moved by the goals and intentions of HĀ are encouraged to use it in their everyday practice. OHE
would welcome any moʻolelo (stories) of best practices and successes that you would like to share as we
plan forward.
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Alaska Native graduate program aims to elevate Indigenous knowledge in fisheries
research (Casey Grove, Alaska Public Media – Anchorage: 23 Sept 2021)
A program focused on bridging the
gap between Indigenous knowledge
and Western science is entering its
second year at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks. It’s called
Tamamta, a Yup’ik and Sugpiaq word
that means “all of us” or “we”, and
it’s part of UAF’s College of Fisheries
and Ocean Sciences. Fisheries
professor Courtney Carothers is the
faculty member in charge. She says
the nine Indigenous graduate
students starting their fellowships
this year are from all over Alaska, but
they’re united by a common goal.

Elizabeth Mik’ Lindley is one of the students in UAF’s Tamamta program, which brings together Indigenous
and Western sciences to transform graduate education and research in fisheries and marine sciences.
(Photo courtesy of Elizabeth Mik’ Lindley)

The clear message coming out of a lot of different projects was that there’s this sense that the kind of
persistent deep inequities that Alaska Native people are facing in fisheries, education, research,
governance systems is pronounced. There’s this real lack of Indigenous people, Indigenous values,
Indigenous knowledge systems included in how we teach and research and govern fisheries in Alaska. And
we feel like that’s a real gap and problem. And so we can sort of do our fisheries and marine work in a
different way, really trying to elevate Indigenous knowledge systems that are in Alaska — 14,000-plus
years deep, to really be used alongside Western science in these systems.

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
year via email directly to members. Membership is open to all. If
interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator,
Mark Linkson, via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues
distributed in February, May, August and November each year.
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Push for Native American curriculum in schools makes gains
(Susan Haigh, Katu2ABC: 15 Sept 2021)

Rodney Butler, Chairman of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation, participates in the Schemitzun grand entry
on Mashantucket Pequot Reservation, in Mashantucket, Conn., Wednesday, Aug. 28, 2021. (AP Photo/Jessica Hill)

For years, many Native American tribes have felt their history has not been given its due by schools in
Connecticut, a state that takes its name from an Algonquian word meaning "land on the long tidal river."
Soon, however, schools will be required to teach Native American studies, with an emphasis on local tribes,
under a law passed this year at the urging of tribes including the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation, best
known today for its Foxwoods Resort Casino. "When you're in Connecticut, to not learn about the Eastern
woodland tribes, the tribes that Connecticut was founded on, (that) was the issue that we were pressing,"
said Rodney Butler, chairman of the Mashantucket Pequots. It has been a long-running goal of many Native
Americans to have more about their history and culture taught in grade schools. New requirements have
been adopted in Connecticut, North Dakota and Oregon and advocates say their efforts have gained some
momentum with the nation's reckoning over racial injustice since the killing of George Floyd.
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Tech giant IBM partners with Mi’kmaq communities, NSCC to prepare Indigenous youth
for STEM jobs (Anastasia Payne, 101.5 The Hawk: 24 Oct 2021)
A new technology education program is
putting Indigenous students on the fast track
to jobs in the growing industries of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics.
The “Unama’ki Pathways in Technology Early
College High School” program launched last
week at Allison Bernard Memorial High School
in Eskasoni First Nation.
24 students from the Cape Breton
communities of Eskasoni, Wagmatcook and
We’koqma’q are signed up for the program
pilot group, said Alex Paul, Executive Director
Launch of the Unama’ki P-TECH School Model for Indigenous
of Mi’kmaw Economic Benefits Office. “When
Youth in Cape Breton. Bottom row, from left to right:
you meet these participants in the program,
Andrew Lafford, Dean of Technology and Environment at
[you] see the leaders of the future,” he said in
NSCC, Claude Guay, President of IBM Canada, Chief Leroy
an interview. The program — which is a
Denny, Eskasoni First Nation, and Alex Paul, Executive
partnership between Mi’kmaw
Director for MEBO. Supplied
Kina’matnewey (MK), Mi’kmaw Economic
Benefits Office (MEBO), Nova Scotia
Community College (NSCC), and IBM Canada — allows Indigenous youth to work on an integrated high
school and college curriculum. They’ll graduate with a high school diploma, a two-year college diploma,
and workplace experience in STEM fields in six years or less.

Position in Indigenous Studies at Iniskim (University of Lethbridge)
The Department of Indigenous Studies https://www.uleth.ca/artsci/indigenous-studies at the University of
Lethbridge seeks to hire an innovative and dynamic early-career scholar of Indigenous Studies for a fulltime tenure track position at the rank of Assistant Professor with a start date of July 1, 2022, subject to
budgetary approval. We seek a qualified Indigenous scholar whose research focus will complement the
Department’s strengths. The specific area of specialization is open. Expertise in international Indigenous
politics and law and/or the intersection of Indigenous environmental science, food sovereignties, health,
and social justice would be an asset. A PhD in Indigenous Studies or a related interdisciplinary field is
preferred.
For further details and application process see https://uleth.peopleadmin.ca/postings/5260
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UArizona Launches Center to Advance Resilience of Native Nations, Address
Environmental Challenges (Kyle Mittan, University Communications: 13 Sept 2021)
The University of Arizona is launching an interdisciplinary center that will work on projects and
partnerships with Native American nations to advance tribal communities' efforts to respond to
environmental challenges and become more resilient. UArizona will begin consultation with tribal leaders
in the development of the center. The center's faculty and staff will work directly with tribal leaders and
governments to advance their resilience goals and priorities, and co-design community-driven solutions to
address adverse impacts of environmental challenges – such as climate change – facing Indigenous
communities. Projects will focus on areas such as agriculture, solar energy, off-grid water resources, food
resources, Native plant adaptation and health.

Karletta Chief, an associate professor and
Extension specialist in the UArizona
Department of Environmental Science, pounds
a soil sample tube into the Hogback irrigation
canal near Waterflow, New Mexico, on the
Navajo Nation in 2017. Soil sampling was done
to measure arsenic and lead in the sediment to
better understand the impact of the Gold King
Mine Spill of 2015 on the Navajo Nation. Chief,
who is Diné, will lead the university's new
Indigenous Resilience Center. Courtesy of
Karletta Chief

"The Indigenous Resilience Center is University of Arizona's commitment to giving back to local tribes who
have stewarded this land for millennia and who have endured and sacrificed so much. It is critical that
Native nations drive the research questions based on their priorities and long-standing local knowledge,
and that the approaches involve decolonized and indigenized approaches with Indigenous scientists
actively leading these efforts. Furthermore, the resilience partnerships will aim to involve students who
want to give back to their communities through community-based projects that are action oriented and
solution driven."

Meet the Indigenous student org improving First Nations’ representation in STEM (Maeve
Griffin, The Badger Herald: 23 Sept 2021)
The American Indian Science and Engineering Society held its kickoff
meeting in the American Indian Student and Cultural Center on Wednesday
evening. The meeting occurred concurrently with the national AISES
conference in Phoenix and a Wunk Sheek student organization meeting,
illustrating a tenacious presence of Native American student groups in the
Madison community. The AISES is a national organization that operates on
the K-12, collegiate and professional level to increase the First Nations’
representation in STEM careers. The organization has a vision for the next
seven generations of Indigenous people to be “successful, respected,
influential and contributing members of the vast and ever-changing global
community,” according to AISES.
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Outrage As Teacher Mocks Native American Dance Wearing Feather Headdress:
'Disrespectful' (Lydia Veljanovski, Newsweek: 21 Oct 2021)
A presumably ill-informed effort to include Indigenous perspectives in a maths lesson. Overtly racist or just
casual done-without-malice racist? Probably the second type of racist – plenty of those living in Australia,
so don’t feel too bad USA network members!
A video of a math teacher wearing what appears to be an attempt at Native American headdress and
simulating Indigenous dances during a lesson has gone viral online. The clip was filmed covertly by a Native
American student at John W. North High School in Riverside, California, because he "felt that violence was
being committed against him." The footage shows the white teacher, with feathers on her head, war
hooping and tomahawk chopping in front of her class, who are looking on in awkward silence.

A math teacher was filmed wearing a feather
headdress and appearing to mock Native American
culture during a class. INSTAGRAM / Akalei Brown

The video was also shared on Twitter by an account
called UrbanInuk, among many others, and has been
viewed more than 2 million times. It was here that
CommunistsEgirl commented that the reason behind
the teacher's actions was supposedly to teach the
class SohCahToa as a mnemonic device. Another
Twitter user, Mom2boy_pup_cat, explained further:
"Okay, so as a teacher I was thinking, this is probably
some kind of lesson she is trying to make engaging
(culturally deaf for sure), then I remembered
(SohCahToa). "She is trying to teach them a weird
acronym for sine, cosine, tangent in trig, again,
culturally deaf for sure." Despite the alleged
educational purpose of the bizarre lesson, many
people have taken to social media to share their
outrage.

In response to the situation, the
teacher’s employer put out this
statement:
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RESOURCES - AUSTRALIA
Code Club Australia’s First Nations Cultural Framework (Luke Briscoe, Telstra Foundation:
15 August 2021)
Code Club Australia lesson plans are
online resources used by teachers and
librarians to teach code to young people
in a fun and engaging way via a network
of volunteer-led code clubs. Typically,
they feature a fun project based around a
story or theme and a lesson guide for
teachers that explains both the thematic
content and the instructions to complete
the coding lesson. Code Club Australia
recently worked with Indigenous artist
and STEM advocate Tess Reading and
Indigenous knowledge holders to develop
a project based on the Dhinawan in the
Sky. Students could learn about the
Gomeroi story of the Dark Emu by building their own animation in computer code. The lesson plan was
tested before release by First Nations children for their feedback and has been a popular lesson in the
global Code Club community. Telstra Foundation is keen to apply a human rights-based approach to
develop a First Nation’s Cultural Framework that will guide its future Code Club Australia work with First
Nations people. A discussion paper has been developed to align with the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) to ensure Indigenous Rights are front and centre in the development of The
First Nations Cultural Framework.

Cultural Residents: improving the teaching of Indigenous perspectives in schools (Belinda
Henwood, UNSW Sydney Newsroom: 8 Aug 2021)
“Teachers genuinely want to deliver the
Indigenous content mandated in the
curriculum, but they often lack the knowledge,
skills and confidence to embed it in their
teaching. “We need change like this. And
Australians support change. In our research, 74
per cent of our survey respondents said they
believe education is important in reducing
racism, and 62 per cent agreed the
government should do more to reduce racism
in the education system. This is reinforced in
Aunty Maxine Ryan, a local Dharawal woman from La Perouse,
the literature and in the extensive
works as a Cultural Resident in four schools in Sydney's eastern
consultation process behind the policy work
suburbs. Photo: Katherine Thompson.
underpinning the Know Your Country
campaign.” UNSW Matraville Education Partnership’s program manager, Katherine Thompson, says the
Cultural Residents initiative builds on the partnership, which dates back to 2015. Over the last six years,
UNSW, Sydney eastern suburbs primary schools and the Aboriginal Education Consultative Group (AECG)
have worked to pioneer meaningful connections between the schools and local Aboriginal community.
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Wingaru - Professional Development In Aboriginal Education

Build your knowledge at your pace with our professional development courses. Our courses are designed
and delivered by Aboriginal educators and meet the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers.
Our PD is available as a stand-alone product (with group pricing available) or as part of a Wingaru Kids
subscription. By bundling PD and resources, Wingaru kids is delivering a system of support that provides
resources that teachers can use in the classroom and the background knowledge of how and why to use
them.

Visit https://www.wingaru.com.au/wingaru-teach.html to learn more about our courses.
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Country - Future Fire, Future Farming
(Bruce Pascoe, Bill Gammage, Margo Neale (Editor), Thames & Hudson Australia Pty Ltd: 26 Oct 2021)
The First Knowledges series offers an introduction to Indigenous knowledges in vital areas and their
application to the present day and the future. Exploring practices such as architecture and design, land
management, botany, astronomy and innovation, this six-book series brings together two very different
ways.
What do you need to know to prosper as a people for
at least 65,000 years? The First Knowledges series
provides a deeper understanding of the expertise and
ingenuity of Indigenous Australians. of understanding
the natural world: one ancient, the other modern. The
third book focuses on land and fire management. For
millennia, Indigenous Australians harvested this
continent in ways that can offer contemporary
environmental and economic solutions.
Bill Gammage and Bruce Pascoe demonstrate how
Aboriginal people cultivated the land through
manipulation of water flows, vegetation and firestick
practice. Not solely hunters and gatherers, the First
Australians also farmed and stored food. They
employed complex seasonal fire programs that
protected Country and animals alike. In doing so, they
avoided the killer fires that we fear today. Country:
Future Fire, Future Farming highlights the
consequences of ignoring this deep history and living
in unsustainable ways. It details the remarkable
agricultural and land-care techniques of First Nations
peoples and shows how such practices are needed
now more than ever.

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
year via email directly to members. Membership is open to all. If
interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator
via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues distributed in February,
May, August and November each year.
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Design - Building on Country
(Alison Page, Paul Memmott, Margo Neale (Editor), Thames & Hudson Australia Pty Ltd: 27 Apr 2021)
The First Knowledges series offers an introduction to Indigenous knowledges in vital areas and their
application to the present day and the future. Exploring practices such as architecture and design, land
management, botany, astronomy and innovation, this six-book series brings together two very different
ways.
Aboriginal design is of a distinctly cultural nature,
based in the Dreaming and in ancient practices
grounded in Country. It is visible in the aerodynamic
boomerang, the ingenious design of fish traps and the
precise layouts of community settlements that
strengthen social cohesion.

Alison Page and Paul Memmott show how these
design principles of sophisticated function,
sustainability and storytelling, refined over many
millennia, are now being applied to contemporary
practices. Design: Building on Country issues a
challenge for a new Australian design ethos, one that
truly responds to the essence of Country and its
people.

Fire and Water, Healing Country & People (Landcare Australia: 6 Aug 2021)
People are part of the country and that means that if we want to heal landscapes, we’ve got to heal people
with the landscape. Australia has evolved over thousands of
years, with people burning the right way. People have been
part of the evolution of all its ecosystems. That's what
Aboriginal farm management means. It means being holistic,
and embracing interconnectivity and opportunities. It's seeing
what’s working with the land, living with the land, being part of
the land, and it’s putting people back into the land. Filmed on
Bulway country and featuring Barry Hunter (Djabugay) and
Victor Steffensen (Tagalaka) (pictured) .
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Australia’s first scientists
(ABC Radio National Science Show with Robyn Williams, 6 Nov 2021)
Indigenous communities have survived close to 65,000 years in Australia aided by their understanding of
the environment and by using knowledge of astronomy, engineering, forensic science, chemistry, land
management and ecology. Corey Tutt is a Kamilaroi man from Nowra on the New South Wales south coast.
In 2018, Corey founded Deadly Science, a not-for-profit organisation that provides science books and
telescopes to remote schools in Australia and connects young Indigenous students with mentors to
encourage their participation in STEM subjects. Now, in The First Scientists, Corey introduces young
readers to the world of Indigenous science in Australia describing bush medicine and bush trackers with
stories from scientists both past and present.
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RESOURCES – THE WORLD
Coyote Science celebrates Indigenous Science (Website and TV show created in Canada)
“Do you want to inspire young people to explore the amazing world of science? Coyote Science takes
viewers on a culturally rich adventure into the fun and wonder of Indigenous science. Youth and educators
will love this colourful, exciting show that brings our beautiful and complex universe alive. Our young
scientists are encouraged to ask questions, to make their own observations, to unravel How? and Why?
Their natural curiosity is sparked as they learn from a dazzling variety of sources — Indigenous scientists
and knowledge holders, animated stories, experiments,
music, and Indigenous Science Questers investigating their
world. Indigenous knowledge sure is dynamic! Showcasing
dozens of Indigenous scientists, Coyote Science shows
youth the immense possibilities open to them—they too
can become ethnobotanists, mathematicians, geologists
and engineers. Even astronauts, like our regular special
guest Commander Herrington! Coyote Science affirms that
western and Indigenous science blend well together, and
can be part of a rich, inclusive education.

How did ancient people store food before refrigeration? (Stacy Kish, LiveScience.com,
30 Oct 2021)
Refrigeration is a pretty new phenomenon, so for millennia, people had to find clever ways to preserve
food. These practices slowed the growth of microorganisms that could cause foodborne illnesses or lead
food to rot. Many preservation practices
other than refrigeration — like salting,
drying, smoking, pickling and fermenting
— have been used for a long time.
These methods aside, how did ancient
people store their leftovers? It turns out
that early hunter-gatherers had some
pretty creative ways to extend the "shelf
life" of their larder.
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Reflections On A Student’s Journey To Integrate Traditional Medicinal Knowledge In A
School Science Curriculum - Indigenous Knowledges In African Contexts - Ways Of Being,
Knowing, Acting And Reading The World
Keith Roy Langenhoven, 4th International Conference Of The African Association For The Study Of
Indigenous Knowledge Systems (AASIKS), Mwenge Catholic University, 5 - 7 November 2018

A Conversation about Truth and Reconciliation in the Classroom (Hosted by Canada’s History
Society — Posted August 19, 2021)
How do you introduce the history of residential schools to students who have never heard about it before? How do
you adapt your teaching for learners of different ages and backgrounds? How can you centre Survivors’ stories,
testimonies, and experiences? On August 25, 2021,
a panel of educators shared their own experiences
and unique perspectives on these questions and
more during a live video broadcast. This hour-long
event served as a prelude to Truth and
Reconciliation Weeklink opens in new window
(September 27 to October 1) and the release of
Truth and Reconciliation Week 2021, a publication
created by the National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation in collaboration with Canada’s
National History Society. The event was
simultaneously translated in English and French.
Watch the French recording here.
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WATCH: The 50-Year History of Mismanagement at Hawai'i's Mauna Kea (N. Jamiyla
Chisholm, Colorlines: 19 Jul 2019)
When western science and Indigenous cultures clash over the use of a sacred site.
In 2019, Native Hawaiian elders were arrested for protesting construction of the Thirty Meter Telescope
(TMT) at Mauna Kea. Protests at Mauna Kea have been happening since 1968, according to the short
documentary “Fifty Years of Mismanaging Mauna Kea.” Produced by advocacy group Kanaeokana, the sixminute film presents a timeline going back to 1964, when the Mauna Kea first caught the attention of the
University of Hawaiʻi (UH) as an “exceptional site for astronomical observation” and the state designated
the mountain a “conservation district” via the Department of Land and Natural Resources.

In the short documentary “Fifty Years of Mismanaging Mauna Kea,” mauna protectors, or kia`i mauna, halt
the TMT ground-breaking ceremony in 2014. Colorlines screenshot of "Fifty Years of Mismanaging Mauna
Kea," taken on July 18, 2019.

The film shows that the mistreatment of the sacred mountain was swift and vast: More than 13,000 acres
of land was leased to UH; multiple observatories were built on Mauna Kea over the span of two decades,
many without permits; in 1995, a helicopter had to airlift $20,000 worth of trash from the summit that UH
and its observatories had accumulated; and by 2004, subpoenaed documents revealed ethylene glycol,
diesel fuel, toxic mercury and sewage leaching into the land. The issue, this film makes clear, is the longterm mishandling of the mountain and the fact that no organization has been held accountable for this
stripping of Hawaiʻi’s natural resources.
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Indigenous activists say their voices were missing at Cop26
A collection of items exploring the nexus of climate change action and First Nations peoples
VIDEOS
How Indigenous Expertise Can Help Secure the Future of Biodiversity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwOEmKuExAQ
Indigenous climate activist tells COP26 delegates, 'We have no more time' - BBC News
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0dLqZUWL_0
COP excludes indigenous climate activists, say critics
https://www.channel4.com/news/cop-excludes-indigenous-climate-activists-say-critics

ARTICLES
‘A continuation of colonialism’: indigenous activists say their voices are missing at Cop26
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/nov/02/cop26-indigenous-activists-climate-crisis
Cop26 legitimacy questioned as groups excluded from crucial talks
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/nov/08/cop26-legitimacy-questioned-as-groupsexcluded-from-crucial-talks
Indigenous people should be at the center of decision-making about climate change.
https://inkstickmedia.com/what-indigenous-people-stand-to-lose-from-climate-solutions/
Indigenous activists say the legacy of colonialism has limited their access to COP-26
https://www.npr.org/2021/11/08/1053647220/indigenous-activists-say-the-legacy-of-colonialism-haslimited-their-access-to-c
Interior Secretary Deb Haaland Promotes Indigenous Knowledge at COP26
https://nativenewsonline.net/currents/interior-secretary-promotes-indigenous-knowledge-at-cop26
The people hit worst by climate change get the least airtime at COP26 - Popular Science
https://www.popsci.com/environment/climate-change-equity-cop26/
What can we learn from indigenous communities about protecting the environment? - The Saxon
https://thesaxon.org/what-can-we-learn-from-indigenous-communities-about-protecting-theenvironment/93923/
COP26 event urges partnership between religious, Indigenous leaders to save planet
https://religionnews.com/2021/11/04/cop26-event-urges-partnership-between-religious-indigenousleaders-to-save-planet/
COP26 delegate: Treaty of Waitangi offers indigenous rights precedent
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/te-manu-korihi/455030/cop26-delegate-treaty-of-waitangi-offersindigenous-rights-precedent
Colonialism, the climate crisis, and the need to center Indigenous voices
https://www.ehn.org/indigenous-people-and-climate-change-2655479728.html
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PAPERS
Indigenous knowledge and the shackles of wilderness, Michael-Shawn Fletcher, Rebecca
Hamilton, Wolfram Dressler, Lisa Palmer; Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) Oct
2021, 118 (40)
ABSTRACT: The environmental crises currently gripping the Earth have been codified in a new proposed
geological epoch: the Anthropocene. This epoch, according to the Anthropocene Working Group, began in
the mid-20th century and reflects the “great acceleration” that began with industrialization in Europe [J.
Zalasiewicz et al., Anthropocene 19, 55–60 (2017)]. Ironically, European ideals of protecting a pristine
“wilderness,” free from the damaging role of humans, is still often heralded as the antidote to this humaninduced crisis [J. E. M. Watson et al., Nature, 563, 27–30 (2018)]. Despite decades of critical engagement
by Indigenous and non-Indigenous observers, large international nongovernmental organizations,
philanthropists, global institutions, and nation-states continue to uphold the notion of pristine landscapes
as wilderness in conservation ideals and practices. In doing so, dominant global conservation policy and
public perceptions still fail to recognize that Indigenous and local peoples have long valued, used, and
shaped “high-value” biodiverse landscapes. Moreover, the exclusion of people from many of these places
under the guise of wilderness protection has degraded their ecological condition and is hastening the
demise of a number of highly valued systems. Rather than denying Indigenous and local peoples’ agency,
access rights, and knowledge in conserving their territories, we draw upon a series of case studies to argue
that wilderness is an inappropriate and dehumanizing construct, and that Indigenous and community
conservation areas must be legally recognized and supported to enable socially just, empowering, and
sustainable conservation across scale.

Figure 1: Map showing the locations of mapped wilderness regions across different tropical biomes (colored
shading): Tropical forest (dark green); tropical savanna (light green); desert (yellow). Shown are the location of socalled “last wild” terrestrial (black hatching) (43) and marine (65) (blue shading) places on the planet relative to the
mapped “natural” distribution of major tropical and subtropical biomes (79). Insets show the focus regions discussed
in this paper.
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Language extinction triggers the loss of unique medicinal knowledge (Rodrigo Camara-Leret
and Jordi Bascomptea, PNAS, 9 May 2021)
Over 30% of the 7,400 languages in the world will no longer be spoken by the end of the century. So far,
however, our understanding of whether language extinction may result in the loss of linguistically unique
knowledge remains limited. Here, we ask to what degree indigenous knowledge of medicinal plants is
associated with individual languages and quantify how much indigenous knowledge may vanish as
languages and plants go extinct. Focusing on three regions that have a high biocultural diversity, we show
that over 75% of all 12,495 medicinal plant services are linguistically unique—i.e., only known to one
language. Whereas most plant species associated with linguistically unique knowledge are not threatened,
most languages that report linguistically unique knowledge are. Our finding of high uniqueness in
indigenous knowledge and strong coupling with threatened languages suggests that language loss will be
even more critical to the extinction of medicinal knowledge than biodiversity loss.

Fig. 1. Medicinal plant knowledge and its association with indigenous languages. The figure illustrates a
regional pharmacy with remedies (jars with plants) cited by languages (jar labels). In this paper, we assess to
what degree the knowledge contained in this pharmacy would be eroded by the extinction of either
indigenous languages or plants.
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Indigenous People and Indigenous Knowledge of Southwest Nigeria
Dr. Jacob Kola AINA
Dean School of Science
Kwara State College of Education (Technical) Lafiagi, Nigeria
Introduction
The indigenous people of Southwest Nigeria are rich in indigenous knowledge, which explains living longer
than people of this age. Indigenous knowledge in the Southwest of Nigeria is essential in many areas. Most
of the knowledge is in the form of myth and superstition, impacting human lives in the region. Observation
shows that most indigenous knowledge is dying or fast eroded by scientific expertise and western cultures.
Different opinions and perspectives are that people lived long in the past years because of their practices
and beliefs in the indigenous knowledge. Interviews conducted for some aged people in part of this region
in April 2021 revealed many things about indigenous knowledge, which are discussed below.

Indigenous knowledge and Longevity of life
All interviewees agreed that people's ages are shortened today by what they eat. Foods eaten by people this
age contain chemicals and other harmful substances that are damaging to health. According to Devi (2015),
most foods people eat today are processed, having lost much of their nutritional values. The indigenous
knowledge shows that older adults eat natural food from plants, not processed ones. These people do not
have refrigerators and eat fresh foods devoid of chemicals and harmful preservatives. It is also interesting
to know that the indigenous people do not use drugs; instead, they used herbs. Quoting an interviewee:
“Indigenous people eating and lifestyles make them strong and live long.”
Another interviewee opined that this region's indigenous people live longer because they eat different fresh
fruits and vegetables. Consuming fresh fruits and vegetables enhances a healthy lifestyle (Hussain &
Gooneratne, 2017). Given this, an interviewee has this to say:
“Indigenous people eat fresh fruits and vegetables, which make them look healthy and live longer
than the people of this age.”
Physical exercise is essential to the longevity of life (Gremeaux, Gayda & Lepers, 2012). Indigenous people
knew the importance of physical exercise and that informed why aged people do not stop farming activities
at old age. For instance, an interviewee narrated his encounter with a man above 100 years old who refused
to stop farming because of fear of death. Indigenous people do not have access to vehicles and trekked many
kilometers to farms and marketplaces, unlike today, where people use different vehicles even for short
distances.

Indigenous Knowledge, Moral Values, and Hygiene
Indigenous people of Southwest Nigeria have rich cultural heritages that teaches good morals, which are fast
replaced with western cultures. Superstition is one of the indigenous knowledges used to teach good moral
values. For instance, the indigenous people teach that: You cannot eat with the same knife you use to peel
it, because anyone who does that will have a teeth disorder. This is a superstition. It is to guide people from
transmitting diseases among the family. It has nothing to do with teeth disorder. A family member may have
an infectious disease like tuberculosis, which could be shared using a knife already infected to peel a yam
for the entire family.
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Yam peeling
Photo: istockphoto.com

The indigenous people believed it is taboo to sit on a Mortar. A Mortar is used to pound yam in Southwest,
and this is a delicious meal that most people cherished much. They believed that sitting on a Mortar is not
hygienic because people could pollute the mortar with gas due to farting. Therefore, to avoid this, they said
it is taboo and that something terrible could happen.

African Mortar and Pestle
Photo: dreamstime.com

Indigenous people have good knowledge of hygiene and tried to pass it to younger generations through
various means, such as taboo, myth, or superstition. Today, people do not obey simple health rules, such as
COVID-19 guidelines, because a piece of indigenous knowledge does not underpin such procedures. Because
of the people's intransigence, COVID-19 killed many people in the region.
The indigenous people have knowledge that is regarded as sinister but could be scientifically proven valid.
An old woman I interviewed told me about what is viewed as a “body phone,” which they used to get
information. According to this woman, the indigenous people make a mark in their bodies, especially around
the ears, to alert them any time people plan evil against them anywhere. The woman said wherever evil is
planned about them will be heard as if someone is talking to them on a cell phone. At another time, the
mark may be in hand to alert them when they are about to take anything poisonous.
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Many killer diseases today are treated with indigenous knowledge by the indigenous people. During my
survey, an aged man told me how indigenous people treated chronic piles treated with surgery today, which
indigenous people take care of with ease. The man said they would allow a snail to be in motion and take a
cutlass to cut the snail into two. Expectedly, a part of the snail will go back to its shell while the other is
outside. The part that withdrew to the shell and other herbs are burned to powder and applied to the pile,
making the anus instantly returned to normal.

A Snail, useful treatment for piles
Photo: dkfindout.com

Conclusion
Southwestern Nigeria is rich in indigenous knowledge, of which only a few are discussed above. Much of the
knowledge is almost forgotten by the present generation due to Western cultures' infiltration. Most
indigenous knowledge may be scientifically and technologically valid today with some modification because
of ethical concerns.
References
Devi, R. (2015). Food Processing and impact on nutrition. Scholars Journal of Agriculture and
Veterinary Sciences. 2(4A), 304-311
Gremeaux, V., Gayda, M., & Lepers, R. (2012). Exercise and longevity. Retrieved from
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232246036_Exercise_and_longevity
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European colonization and the emergence of novel fire regimes in southeast Australian
(Matthew Adesanya Adeleye, Simon Edward Connor, Simon Graeme Haberle, Annika Herbert, Josephine
Brown, The Anthropocene Review: 20 Sept 2021) https://doi.org/10.1177/20530196211044630
The rapid increase in severe wildfires in many parts of the world, especially in temperate systems, requires
urgent attention to reduce fires’ catastrophic impacts on human lives, livelihoods, health and economy. Of
particular concern is southeast Australia, which harbours one of the most flammable vegetation types on
Earth. While previous studies suggest climate and European activities drove changes in southeast
Australian fire regimes in the last 200 years, no study has quantitatively tested the relative roles of these
drivers. Here, we use a Generalized Linear Modelling to identify the major driver(s) of fire regime change in
the southeast Australian mainland during and prior to European colonization. We use multiple charcoal
and pollen records across the region and quantitatively compare fire history to records of climate and
vegetation change. Results show low levels of biomass burned before colonization, when landscapes
where under Indigenous management, even under variable climates. Biomass burned increased markedly
due to vegetation/land-use change after colonization and a major decline in regional precipitation about
100 years later. We conclude that Indigenous-maintained open vegetation minimized the amount of
biomass burned prior to colonization, while European-suppression of Indigenous land management has
amplified biomass accumulation and fuel connectivity in southeast Australian forests since colonization.
While climate change remains a major challenge for fire mitigation, implementation of a management
approach similar to the pre-colonial period is suggested to ameliorate the risk of future catastrophic fires in
the region.
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INDIGENOUS ASTRONOMY
How making a film exploring Indigenous stories of the night sky enriched my perspective
as a scientist (Steven Tingay, The Conversation: 30 September 2021)
A new 360-degree immersive film, Star Dreaming, set to screen around Australia and internationally, draws
on our common wonder about the universe, exploring ancient culture and astrophysics, side by side. In
Australia, the world’s longest continuous culture can also claim to provide some of the first astronomers.
Indigenous Australians attach rich meaning to the night sky, and its connection to the land and our
environment. Over the last 13 years, I have been privileged to work with colleagues from Yamaji Art in
Geraldton, exploring Indigenous stories about the sky alongside the stories of the Greeks and Romans, and
the astrophysical stories about the universe. We have learned from each other and taken our experience
to the world through art exhibitions.
Three years ago, we started work on Star
Dreaming. It has been filmed using a 360-degree
camera and is designed to be shown inside a
dome, like a planetarium. Star Dreaming is an
immersive experience, combining live action and
CGI animation, and a unique cross-cultural
exploration. The film is a narrative, following
two children from Geraldton as they discover
the astrophysical story of the universe and
Yamaji stories of the sky and land. Max Winton
and Anangu girl Lucia Richardson make their
acting debuts, as do I as “the scientist”.

After discovering that the appearance of the Emu in the
Sky tells people when to hunt for Emu eggs, Max and Lucia
go on the hunt with Charmaine Green (right) and
Margaret Whitehurst. Prospero Productions
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Yamaji artists Barbara and Kevin Merritt show
the kids the Seven Sisters, the Indigenous story
of a hunter pursuing seven sisters across the
country and into the night sky — repeated every
night. Turns out, this is almost identical to an
ancient story of the Greeks and Romans for this
group of stars, also identified as seven sisters
(the Pleiades) being chased by a hunter (Orion).
How is that cultures on opposite sides of the
Earth, separated by thousands of years, arrive at
the same story for the same group of stars?
These are mysteries that hint at common origins.
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SpaceX’s Satellite Megaconstellations Are Astrocolonialism, Indigenous Advocates Say
(Becky Ferreira, VICE.com: 5 October 2021)
“Megaconstellations'' consist of satellites, deployed by companies such as SpaceX, that range in number
from a few hundred to several thousand. All told, Earth orbit may contain 100,000 operational satellites by
2030, roughly 25 times the existing population. Indigenous communities are disproportionately affected by
this interference with the night sky, which falls under a broader pattern of astrocolonialism. Light pollution
is considered by some experts to be a form of cultural genocide against Indigenous peoples, whose
traditions have already experienced erasure across countless other spheres. “The concern I feel regarding
megaconstellations is the same concern I feel when I see my country on fire or hear of my neighbors in the
Torres Straits and their struggles with rising sea levels due to climate change,” Karlie Alinta Noon, a
Gomeroi woman as well as an Indigenous research associate and PhD student in astronomy at the
Australian National University, said in an email.

This long-exposure image shows a trail of a group of SpaceX's Starlink satellites passing over Uruguay as seen
from the countryside some 185 km north of Montevideo near Capilla del Sauce, Florida Department, on 7
February 2021. Image: Mariana Suarez/AFP via Getty Images

“We have official constellations that are quite arbitrary, based on some discussion by essentially a few
white guys a century ago, whereas we ignore the constellations of various Indigenous peoples even if we're
on those peoples’ lands,” Hilding Neilson, a Mi’kmaw person and an interdisciplinary astronomer at the
University of Toronto, said in a call. “It’s not even marginalization that’s an issue—it’s erasure.” Huge
networks of orbital spacecraft are seen by some as a continuation of this erasure. Though skywatchers
have spotted artificial objects since the dawn of the space age, the sheer glut of new satellites is
dramatically changing the earthbound view of the universe experienced by innumerable generations. With
little regulation to prevent the deployment of megaconstellations, a new takeover of space currently
seems like a foregone conclusion, in spite of its huge implications for the night sky.
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Ancient astronomy and modern technology combine to tell stories of the night sky (ABC
Australia: 23 October 2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcqVvqr9hk4&list=PLk57prBoKVvDxBjO-yN561oxCTZnBIE8D&index=31

WEBSITES
To learn more and attend upcoming events, please follow us on social media and visit our website
•
•
•

www.aboriginalastronomy.com.au
www.facebook.com/AboriginalAstronomy
twitter.com/aboriginalastro

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
year via email directly to members. Membership is open to all. If
interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator
via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues distributed in February,
May, August and November each year.
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CONFERENCES / SEMINARS / WEBINARS - AUSTRALIA
STEM 2021: On Demand (NSW Govt., Google & Global NSW: 2021)
A unique, online, on demand event bringing Australian
educators and STEM professionals TED-style talks from
world-renowned experts on creativity, innovation and
STEM. STEM 2021 is a FREE, online event bringing together
Australia’s and the world’s leading experts on innovation
creativity and STEM. The on demand content includes
keynote presentations, EdTalks, workshops, case studies,
online forums, a virtual expo and a whole lot more! This event is ideal for teachers, students, parents, professionals,
and STEM enthusiasts alike. Keynote Speaker Corey Tutt of Dealdy Science speaks about the importance of
Indigenous science knowledge and his own journey in discovering his purpose as a promoter of science.
With a belief that education is freedom and
science is hope, Corey’s mission is to enhance
the lives of young Aboriginal children by giving
them access to the wonders of STEM. As a
proud Kamilaroi man, he established Deadly
Science which provides science resources and
books to remote schools and communities
across Australia. In this keynote presentation,
Corey discusses the history of Indigenous
Australians as the first scientists and the
importance of encouraging young Aboriginal
kids to discover the joy of STEM because the
lessons of the past will be the answers for the
future.

ASERA 53 - Curtin University, Perth WA
28th June - 1st July 2022
The Australasian Science Education Research Association annual conference. Drawing together science
education researchers from Australia, New Zealand, the region and the world. Sharing cutting-edge
research methods and findings in science education from pre-school, school, university, technical and
informal settings to inform practice.
Call for abstracts - November 2021
Abstract deadline - February 2022
Registrations open - March 2022
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WORLD INDIGENOUS PEOPLES' CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION
ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 26 – 30 SEPT 2022 (POSTPONED AGAIN DUE TO COVID)
Postponed from 2020 and 2021, WIPCE 2022
will feature an exciting Indigenous education
program of keynote presentations, networking,
interactive workshops and discussion forums
with an associated rich and diverse cultural
program. An estimated 370 million Indigenous
peoples live in all continents of the earth and
represent a significant part of the world’s vast
cultural and linguistic diversity and heritage.
Indigenous peoples possess unique knowledge
systems, which are recognised as crucial for
sustainable development. At the same time,
social, economic and political marginalisation
of Indigenous peoples is pervasive in all the regions across the world.
Indigenous peoples face fundamental challenges when attempting to reconcile their own forms of
culturally transmitted learning with systems of formal education. Over the past 30 years, WIPCE has
endeavoured to address this issue and has grown to become a major international event in the Indigenous
education movement. The WIPCE conference draws Indigenous representatives from across the globe to
share successes and strategies for culturally grounded education. The needs of young Indigenous
educators and leaders will be a key feature of WIPCE 2021 youth forums. WIPCE attracts Indigenous
education experts, practitioners, scholars, students and communities, with up to 5,000 delegates expected
in 2021 – the largest and most diverse Indigenous education forum on earth.

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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CONFERENCES / SEMINARS / WEBINARS – THE WORLD
2021 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TECHNOLOGIES IN STEM 'LIVE'
ICTSTEM 2021 is moving forward with a physical event in 2021!
We’re pleased to announce that 2021 International Conference on
Technologies in STEM (ICTSTEM 2021), organized by East Asia Research and
supported by Australia’s Curtin University, will be live, in-person, in Singapore
from December 14-15, 2021! Learn from the masters of STEM education at the premier conference for the
global Educator community. The conference aims to further the application of technology education
within STEM and specific learning areas. Within Technology education, students use design and/or
computational thinking and technologies to generate and produce designed solutions both digital and
physical for authentic problems. As such it applies to many areas of STEM.
We invite practitioners and researchers to network and share their experiences. Teachers, and heads of
learning areas as well as teacher educators, researchers and HDR researchers from K to higher education
are all encouraged to attend. A broad range of technology education topics, including significant
developments as well as innovative uses of technology that promote learning, performance, and
instruction, will be presented at ICTSTEM 2021.

Keynote Speakers:
Dr. Jeremy Pagram, Former Technologies Coordinator School of Education Edith Cowan University
Dr. P John Williams, Professor of Education and the Director of Graduate Research, School of Education,
Curtin University
You’ll find this conference lively, informative and inspiring. We have set the last day of registration to be on
the 15th Nov 2021, giving you ample time to decide. There are virtual options if travelling is difficult. Head
over to our ICTSTEM 2021 website www.sldt.ear.com.sg to find out more. Go for it.

2022 AISES in Canada Gathering
March 4 - 6, 2022 in Vancouver, BC
The fifth annual AISES (American Indian Science and Engineering Society)
in Canada National Gathering will give Indigenous STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and math) students and professionals an
opportunity to gather, connect, and create long-lasting relationships
within Canada and across the continent. About 200 attendees from
Canada and the U.S. are expected to attend the 3-day event. There will be
activities for high school students, university students, and professionals.
Attendees will enjoy several keynote speakers, various sessions, research
posters, as well as morning blessings and traditional local food. AISES has
opened the call for session proposals and encourages a diverse array of
session presenters and STEM topics. The deadline to submit proposals is January 15, 2022.
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2022 TURTLE ISLAND INDIGENOUS SCIENCE CONFERENCE
University of Manitoba, Fort Garry Campus, Winnipeg, MB CANADA: June 14 – 16, 2022
Join us as we explore the Indigenous
scientific legacy and the value of the
application of two-eyed seeing to
modern science today. The “Indigenous
Way of Knowing” is the Indigenous
approach to understanding the five
elements of the world: fire, water, earth,
air, and spirit. Many North Americans,
including Indigenous peoples, aren’t
aware of the rich Indigenous scientific
legacy and the value of the application of
two-eyed seeing to modern science
today. Through interactive sessions with
world-renowned speakers, crosspollination of ideas, approaches and goals to raise the profile of Indigenous STEM science will be realized.
Indigenous scientific accomplishments that rivalled those of the rest of the world will be explored among
other topics. Registration opens January 1, 2022!

ICIES 2022: 16. International Conference on Indigenous Education Studies
December 01-02, 2022 in Auckland, New Zealand
International Conference on Indigenous Education Studies aims to bring together leading academic
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their experiences and research results
on all aspects of Indigenous Education Studies. It also provides a premier interdisciplinary platform for
researchers, practitioners and educators to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, and
concerns as well as practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of Indigenous
Education Studies.

NARST 2022 ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
March 27-30, 2022 Vancouver, British Columbia
UNITY AND INCLUSION FOR GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC
LITERACY: INVITE AS A COMMUNITY. UNITE AS A
COMMUNITY
The proposal submission and review system is
now open! Join us in Vancouver, British Columbia
for the NARST 95th Annual International Conference—Unity and Inclusion for Global Scientific Literacy:
Invite as a Community. Unite as a Community—March 27-30, 2022 at the JW Marriott Parq. Please respond
to the call for proposals and submit a conference proposal. Proposals are due August 15, 2021 by 5 pm
your local time. Even though we engage contingency scenarios, exploring viable alternatives as we monitor
the ever-evolving COVID-related conditions, we forge ahead in planning an exhilarating on-site meeting.
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